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Summary.
This thesis deals with the ergodic theory of actions of 71.d on compact abelian
groups satisfying a regularity condition: the descending chain condition.
Using results of Klaus Schmidt, Bruce Kitchens and Doug Lind, we show that
the descending chain condition guarantees that the global topological entropy of such
an action coincides with the growth rate of periodic points whenever this exists
(§II.3). This links the global entropy to the dynamics of such systems and allows the
global entropy to be computed for some important examples (§IIA).
The algebraic entropy of a 71.d action on a discrete abelian group is defined.
Following Justin Peters, we show that this entropy coincides with the topological
entropy of the adjoint action on the compact dual group (§III.1).
Two possible zeta functions for actions are introduced, and their poles are found
for expansive systems with the descending chain condition (§IV.2). We compare
these functions with the one-dimensional case of a single automorphism, where the
least real pole of the zeta function lies at exp(-entropy). We relate an instance of
convergence at a pole with the Mahler measure of a polynomial described as a limit
of one dimensional Mahler measures (§IV.3).
Appendix A is a paper written with Doug Lind in which the basic one-
dimensional entropy formula (yuzvinskii's formula) is computed using adelic
methods.
Appendix B reproduces for the sake of completeness the higher-dimensional
entropy formula due to Doug Lind and Klaus Schmidt.
Appendix C contains some examples of calculations of numbers of periodic
points for simple higher-dimensional systems.
(v)
I: Introduction
In this thesis we study some of the topological ergodic theory of actions of 'Zd
on compact abelian groups that satisfy the Descending Chain Condition, defined below.
This condition restricts the structure of the compact group and allows a complete
algebraic description of such actions. This is an extension of Theorem 19 in Lawton
[1], which shows that if a. is an automorphism of a compact connected abelian group
X and the system (X, c) has the property that the dual group X* is finitely generated
under the dual automorphism 0.* then X is a solenoid. The condition that X* be
finitely generated under the dual automorphism is equivalent to the Descending Chain
Condition. It is also shown(Theorem 14) that if X is any compact group admitting an
expansive automorphism, then X must be finite dimensional. The stronger result that
any compact connected group admitting an expansive family (semi group ) of
endomorphisms must be abelian and metrizable was shown by Ping-Fum Lam
(Theorem 3.2 in Lam (11).As pointed out there, it is essential to assume that the group is
connected since the identity map on any finite group is expansive. Bruce Kitchens and
Klaus Schmidt [1] have shown that any expansive action of a finitely generated abelian
group on a compact group satisfies the DCC. Further, it is shown (see Theorem 7.3 in
Kitchens and Schmidt [1]), that if X is connected and Zd acts expansively on X
then X must be abelian.
The principal result in this thesis concerns the relationship between the global
topological entropy of such actions and the growth rate of their periodic points. This
shows directly that positive global topological entropy reflects complicated dynamical
properties and provides a method for computing this important invariant in certain
cases. The contents are arranged as follows.
In Section 1.1 we define the basic notions: that of a Zd action and the
Descending Chain Condition. We state a structure theorem due to Bruce Kitchens and
Klaus Schmidt. This allows for actions with the Descending Chain Condition to be
studied using the methods of commutative algebra and algebraic geometry as well as
abelian harmonic analysis. We (implicitly) introduce the category of d-dimensional
actions on compact abelian groups with the Descending Chain Condition. This
category, whose morphisms are the group homomorphisms commuting with the
1
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actions, is isomorphic by the structure theorem to the category Moa(a) of finitely
generated Z[u1' ... ' ud' u1-1, ... , ud-1] modules, with morphisms given by Z[Ul' ..
. ,ud' u1-1, ... ,ud-1] module homomorphisms. We also introduce the subcategory of
systems determined by ideals, la(a;. Section 1.2 very briefly introduces the theory of
abelian harmonic analysis on compact groups which is used throughout. Section 1.3
describes enough commutative algebra to allow a finitely-generated Z[ul'· .. ' ud'
u1-1, ... , ud-1] module to be decomposed into ideal systems using a prime filtration
or into primary modules using a primary decomposition of zero. Modules that are not
finitely generated correspond to actions that do not satisfy the Descending Chain
Condition.
In Section Il.l we define the global topological entropy of a Zd action on a
compact metric space by' homeomorphisms. This involves the notion of Felner
sequences in amenable groups. We mention some of the more general results on Felner
sequences in amenable groups. Following the theory of topological entropy for
homeomorphisms due to Rufus Bowen we give a formulation of the entropy locally
(11.1.4). In 11.1.6 we show how to express a general system as a skew product 'of
simpler ideal systems. Finally, we quote the formula for the entropy of Zd actions due
to Doug Lind and Klaus Schmidt which relates the entropy to a logarithmic Mahler
measure.
Periodic points for actions are introduced in Section 11.2. We also introduce a
canonical subgroup of the group of points of given period that allows the theory to be
developed even in the presence of infinitely many fixed points for the action.
The main theorem is shown in Section 11.3. We show that the entropy of a d-
dimensional action can be obtained as a limit of the entropies of certain (d-l)-
dimensional actions. This allows for an inductive proof of the theorem 11.3.5 that the
growth rate of periodic points along suitable periods equals the entropy.
In Section 11.4 some examples of entropy values are given, and we show directly
for some expansive systems that the growth rate of periodic points coincides with the
entropy.
Section n.5 interprets the presence of periodic points that cannot be lifted through
a filtration in terms of a non-trivial cohomology group for (a subsystem of) the action.
Section 111.1. extends a result due to Justin Peters. We show, using methods
identical to Peters, that the topological entropy of a Zd action on a compact abelian
group is equal to the algebraic entropy of the dual action on the discrete abelian dual
2
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group. The algebraic entropy can be computed by combinatorial methods. This does not
depend on a regularity condition and merely illustrates the duality of Fourier Analysis.
Section IV.l defines two possible zeta functions for expansive actions, and
computes some simple examples. In Section IV.2 we find where the poles of the zeta
functions lie (IV.2.2 and IV.2.3). In particular, we show that the poles of the
rectangular zeta function reflect all the possible entropies of the subsystems of lower
dimension. Further (IV.2.4), we show that the essential pole (which corresponds to the
d-dimensional or global entropy) lies in the closure of the other poles. We also check
that the zeta functions satisfy Euler-Lagrange product formulae. Section IV.3 is a brief
sketch of how some of the above results fit into the theory of Mahler measures.
Appendix A is a paper jointly written by Doug Lind and the author. This paper
gives an accessibly derivation of Yuzvinskii's basic formula for the entropy of an
automorphism of a solenoid, by covering a solenoid with a finite dimensional vector
space over the adele group a;}A' This is analogous to covering a toral automorphism
with an automorphism of a finite dimensional vector space over IR.
Appendix B comprises a statement of the addition formula for the entropy of
higher dimensional actions, and a proof of the entropy formula for actions determined
by ideals. The proof is due to Doug Lind and Klaus Schmidt and is reproduced from
Lind, Schmidt and Ward [1].
Appendix C is a selection of calculations to find the number of points of small
periods for a few simple examples of higher dimensional actions.
§1: The Descending Chain Condition
We now proceed to define these notions and provide references for the main
results.
Definition 1.1.1: An action! of a finitely generated abelian group r on a
compact abelian group X, described as a pair (X, T) is said to satisfy the descending
1All actions are assumed to be actions by continuous automorphisms, that is they are
given by a homomorphism F -+ Aut(X) where Aut(X) is the group of continuous
automorphisms of X. Such actions are convenient for ergodic theory because they are
automatically measure-preserving actions on the probability space (X, Borel sets, Haar
measure). This was first pointed out by Halmos [1] in 1943. There are discontinuous
algebraic automorphisms of tori whose definition is nonconstructive. They turn out to be
nonmeasurable and are therefore not of direct interest in ergodic theory.
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chain condition if for every chain X::> V1 :J V2 ::>... :J Vn :J . .. of closed r-
invariant subgroups there exists an integer N ~ 1 with Vn = VN for all n ~ N.
In Kitchens and Schmidt [1], this is considered for any compact group (Definition
3.1) anda structure theorem is then shown for such systems (Theorem 3.2). We are
only interested in the abelian case where there is the following (Theorem 11.8).
Theorem 1.1.2: Let F = Zd act on the compact abelian group X by the
homomorphism 11 : Zd ~ Aut(X), with the property that the pair (X, T) has the
descending chain condition. Then there exists a finitely generated R-module M,
where R is the ring Z[Ut' ... , ud' Ut-t, ... , ud-t], a continuous isomorphism
* ' ' * ".'I':M --+ X, where M IS the dual of M, such that 'I'<ln(Y) = l1(n)'I'(y) for all
* dYE M and n E Z . Here an is the dual automorphism to multiplication by
n1 nd MUt ... ud on .
*We will say that the system is in !Moa(rf) to describe this situation, and if M is
connected we will say the system is in !Moac(rf). By Theorem 24.25 of Hewitt and Ross
[1], M* is connected if and only if M is torsion free.
The papers Kitchens and Schmidt [1] and more particularly Schmidt [1] go on to
relate properties of the module M to dynamical properties of the system (X, T). There
are characterisations of ergodicity (11.5 in Kitchens and Schmidt [1]), mixing (11.7 in
Kitchens and Schmidt [1]), finiteness of the number of periodic points of any given
period (3.6 in Schmidt [1]) and expansiveness (3.8 in Schmidt [1]).
We will normally consider the case where M is of the form Rip, where p is a
prime ideal in R generated by a finite set of polynomials ft, ... ,fl'We will say that a
given polynomial f= Dnun is in standard form if its support, defined as
In E Zd I fn ". O}, meets each axis in Zd and every coordinate of every point in the
,.
support is non-negative. For polynomials in standard form there is a well-defined
notion of degree in each of the variables. Notice that any non-zero polynomial is
associated (in the ring of Laurent polynomials) to a unique polynomial in standard
form. Write V(p) for the set of zeros of p in (~x)d. Say that a set S E ~ has no unit
roots if S (') 11= ¢ where 11= UnelW'l4t and' 'l4t is given by:-
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The descending chain condition on XR/P is equivalent to the Noetherian condition on
the ring R (see VII.4.9 of Hungerford [1]). When the ideal is principal, p = <0, we
will use the suffix f instead of Rip. In either of these situations R = R(d) will be
the ring of Laurent polynomials in d variables over the integers, X = XR/p or Xf
will be the dual of Rip or R/<O. The action of Zd on R will be defined by ~
(sometimes written i3R/p)' where:-
The action on R'" is defined by a, sometimes written aR/p' the adjoint or dual action
to ~. That is, <In(x)(g) = x(~n(g)) for all x E XR/p' A subgroup P is an ideal of 'R
if and only if p is an ~-invariant subset, so we automatically induce a well-defined
action of ~ on the quotient Rip and hence on the dual of the quotient XR/p' We will
call the class of such systems [a(a). The subclass of connected systems will be denoted
[ac(a). By Theorem 24.25 of Hewitt and Ross [1] as above XR/p is in [ac(a) if and
only if Rip is torsion free. This occurs if and only if the generators of p do not have
a non-trivial constant common factor up to association in R.
The class [a(a) is a very convenient one for calculations but the following
example shows that it is not a natural one dynamically since it is not closed under direct
products.
Example 1.1.3: The system Y = XR/<2) x XR/<2) with action given by
a = aR/<2) x aR/<2) is not contained in the class of ideal systems
[a( tf) = {(XR~P' Zd) Ip is an ideal in R}. This shows that [a( tf) is not closed under the
taking of cartesian products. We note that (Y, a) is topologically conjugate to
(XR/<4)f aR/<4~ in [a(tf)but they are of course not algebraically conjugate.
This example is considered in Remark 4.4 of Schmidt [1] to show that neither an
Arov2 nor an Adler-Palais- type result holds for all systems in t).{oa(a). In the
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same paper it is however shown that topological conjugacy does imply algebraic
conjugacy for systems in Moa/a) - the subclass of connected systems (see Theorem
4.2 in Schmidt [1]).
A further, and for our purposes more serious, problem is that the ld-l action
defined on the points of period n in a chosen direction for a given element of la(a) is
not in general an element of Idid-t]: However, we can canonically construct an element
of la(a-l) that has the same entropy as such a system.
Lemma 1.1.4: The classes Moa(a) and Moala) are each closed under the taking of
cartesian products.
Proof: This is clear, and can be seen directly as follows. Given R-modules Nand
L, N x L also lies in Moa(a) since N x L is a finitely generated R-module.
Alternatively, notice that the product of two actions of two finitely generated abelian
groups on compact abelian groups with the descending chain condition is a system of
the same type and hence by Theorem 1.1.2 lies in Moa(cf).
The systems in question are connected if and only if the duals are torsion free so
Moac(a) is closed under taking products since for any groups G and H, G x H is
torsion free if and only if G and Hare. 0
We will say that systems of the above kind are d-dimensional. Thus, to say that a
system is one-dimensional does not mean that the compact group X has topological
dimension one but that the acting group is l.
Notice that if p = {O} then we have the full d-dimensional shift on the lattice of
circles "O'zd. If p = {m} where m is a non-zero integer we have the full d-
dimensional shift on Iml symbols. Replacing l by l/ml for some m produces the
full shift on m symbols if p = {O} and in general produces a finite characteristic
family of dynamical systems each of which has finite global entropy and is totally
2Arov (1) shows that if (X, 1) and (Y, S) are Z-actions with the descending chain
condition and X and Y are solenoids then the systems are topologically conjugate (there
exists a homeomorphism ¢:X --+ Y with ¢T = S¢) if and only if they are algebraically
conjugate (there exists a continuous group isomorphism e:x --+ Y with eT = se). This is
c discussed in Kitchens and Schmidt [1] where it is shown that the functor H1( ,V) fixes
solenoids since they are projective limits of tori. Given ¢ we can take e=Hl (¢,V).
3Adler and Palais (1) show that if Sand T are ergodic automorphisms of the torus Vn and
there is a topological conjugacy ¢between them then ¢ is an automorphism of Vn composed
with a rotation by a fixed point of T.
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disconnected'[. These finite characteristic systems exhibit complex mixing properties
(see Schmidt [2] for general results about higher dimensional mixing on compact
groups). We mention one example due to Francois Ledrappier [1]: the system (X<2,
l+x+y)' Z2) is mixing but not 2-mixing. For more examples and results on this finite
characteristic case see Kitchens and Schmidt [1].
Example 1.1.5: As an illustration of the R-module formalism, consider the
following one-dimensional example of metric conjugacy without topological
conjugacy, due to R. F. Williams [1]. Let G be the two-dimensional torus 1R2/71.2,
and let ~A and ~B be the automorphisms of G defined by the unimodular matrices:
Then the matrices A and B have the same characteristic polynomial
XA(X) = XB(X) = x2 - 4x - 1, and hence the same entropy. Thus the dynamical
systems (G, ~A' IlG) and (G, ~B' IlG) are metrically isomorphic by section 5 of Adler
and Weiss [1]. However, it can be shown- that A and B are not conjugate elements
4For a non-trivial ideal these examples have zero global entropy. This shows that the
computations of entropy in Lind, Schmidt and Ward [1] do not provide any solution to the
interesting problem of computing the global entropy for general higher-dimensional Markov
shifts with finite alphabet. In order for an element of U(i) to have a finite alphabet, we must
assume that the ideal defining the system contains a constant. If the ideal contains any
further elements, we have no entropy. This situation can be illustrated conveniently by
writing Id-dimensional Markov shifts with positive entropy} tl Uri) = {d-dimensional
Bernoulli shifts on s symbols with measure (liS, ... , lis)}.
5If X is an integer matrix with AX = XB then it can be shown that detX E 2Z. This is
done in Section 11, (3) of Williams [1]. A similar example is considered in Adler and Weiss
[1]. For a more systematic way of studying these problems we may apply Olga Taussky's
simplification of the beautiful theorem of Latimer and Macduffee. Latimer and Macduffee
[1] have shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence between conjugacy classes of
integer matrices and elements of the ideal class group of the ring extension of Z defined by
adjoining a root of each irreducible factor of the characteristic equation. For the case of an
irreducible characteristic polynomial, the method has been considerably simplified by
Taussky [1]. Following her procedure, from the eigenvalue A. = (2+..}5) we obtain the ring ~
= Z[2+"51. Now the eigenvector corresponding to A. for A is (2+..}5, 1) which corresponds to
. the principal ideal [ = (2+"5, 1) = (1) = ~ of ~ The eigenvector corresponding to A. for B is
J = (1+..}5, 2). The fact that [is principal and J is non-principal means they define distinct
elements of the ideal class group of ~ and so A and B are not conjugate. Furthermore,
because [defines the identity element of the ideal class group, A is conjugate to the
7
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of GL(2, il) and so the automorphisms cannot be topologically conjugate (=
algebraically conjugate by Arov [1]). In the module framework, we describe the two
systems by defining R(1) modules M and L with (XM' aM) ~ (G, ~A) and
(XL, aL> ~ (G, ~B). This is done by setting:
The above remark can no~ be expressed by noting that the additive groups of M and
L are isomorphic "(tothe dual of G), but that M and L are not isomorphic as R(1)
modules. This may be seen by computing the additive group of the factor modules M'
= M/(1-x)M and L' = L/(1-x)L. We find that L' ~ (il/2il) x (il/2il) while
M' ~ il/4il. This shows the modules are not isomorphic. The groups il/4il and
(il/2il) x (il/2il) are isomorphic to the groups of fixed points in (G, ~A) and
(G, ~) respectively.
This example is discussed in Kitchens and Schmidt [1] (Examples 6.6 (4» with A
replaced by thematrix:
4]
1 .
This is however conjugate to A:
Example 1.1.6: A two dimensional example is given by the following matrices. Let
companion matrix of the polynomial lA- This analysis can be carried much further. For
instance, since B is symmetric, Theorem 1 in Taussky [2] shows that J is self inverse in the
ideal class group. Theorem 4 in Taussky [3] gives criteria to guarantee that a class of matrices
corresponding to a self-inverse element of the ideal class group contains a symmetric matrix,
as in this example. ..
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(XA, aA) and (XB, aB) be the 71.
2
action defined by the modules
R2/BR2 respectively, where R = 71.[x±1,y±ll and
2 2
R /AR and
Section II.3 will show that these systems have equal entropies, but they are not
topologically conjugate. This may be seen by computing the ideal classes corresponding
to A and B in the ideal class group of R[A]/<A2 - A(3 + x + 2y) + (3x + 2y».
However, it is 'not known If systems of this kind are (higher-dimensional) Bernoulli,
so there is no immediate reason to suspect that (XA, aA) and (XB, aB) are metrically
conjugate. The system (XB, aB) is conjugate to the ideal system defined by the
module R/<3x + 2y).
Example 1.1.7: The system (XM' aM), where M is the module R/<3 + x + s>.
is expansive by Schmidt [1]. Write a = aM. It is clear that each an has infinite (one
dimensional) entropy for each n:/: 0, and so an is not an expansive automorphism of
XM. This means that (XM, aM) is a properly expansive transformation group of a
compact connected group, answering in the affirmative the question raised at the end of
Eisenberg [1].
§2: Locally Compact Abelian Groups
We deal always with topological groups and establish the following conventions.
All groups will be locally compact metrizable topological groups, by homomorphism
we will always mean continuous homomorphism, we will use the symbol e! for
topological group isomorphism and if a group G is abelian we will write G* for the
Pontryagin dual6 of G (see for instance Section 4.2 of Reiter [1]). We will use
6G* is the group of all continuous homomorphisms from G into the circle group T. When
equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, G* becomes a locally
.compact abelian group in its own right, and the celebrated Pontryagin-van Kampen duality
theorem asserts that the dual G** of this locally compact abelian group is isomorphic in a
canonical manner to the original group G. For a proof of this, see Reiter [1] or Hewitt and
Ross [1].
9
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measure to mean Haar measure normalised to make Jl(X) = 1 if X is a compact
group and Jl(OG) = 1 if G is a discrete group. All metrics on groups are assumed to
be translation invariant. If H is a closed subgroup of G then the annihilator of H in
G*, written Hi, is the set of all characters in G* that are identically equal to 1 on H;
Hi is then a closed subgroup of G* (see 23.24 in Hewitt and Ross [1] ). Also, for
closed subgroups H and H' of G, there are ( by Theorem 23.25 in Hewitt and Ross
. .l.l.l.l *[1] ) the relationsr- (G/H)* ~ H , G*/H ~ H*, H + H' ~ (G/(HnH'» and
Hl..l ~ H. We have the following elementary lemma.
Lemma 1.2.1: If C is a cyclic group then C* is isomorphic to C. If G is a finite
abelian group then. IG*I= 101.
Proof: Let C be generated by x, with Ixl= ICI= n. Then it is clear that if w E C*
then w is determined by w(x) and this quantity must be an nth root of unity. So C*
is generated by w, where w(x) = exp(21ti!n), and C* is therefore cyclic of order n.
If G is compact, then G* forms a complete orthonormal sequence in L2(G).
Hence, dima::L2(G) = IG*1.But by Plancherel's Theorem (See IV.4.5 in Reiter [1]) we
have a bijection L2(G) -+ L2(G*), and so by duality, IGI= IG*I if either of these
quantities is finite. This could also be seen by expressing G as a product of cyclic
groups but the maps behind the argument we have used are much more canonical. 0
The dual of a homomorphism 8:G -+ H is a homomorphism 8*:H* -+ G*
defined by setting 8*(:X)(g)= X(8(g» for all X E H*, g E G. The map 8 is injective
(surjective) if and only if the dual 8* is surjective (injective).
In general, discrete groups will be written additively with identity 0 and compact
groups will be written multiplicatively with identity 1. By a solenoid we will mean a
(finite dimeQsional) compact, connected, abelian group", or equivalently a group
7Tbese groups are called solenoids by analogy with electrical solenoids because a one-
dimensional solenoidal group is compact but contains a copy of the real line wrapped inside
it as a dense subgroup: the inclusion ~ C. IR has dense image so the dual of IR (which is a
copy of IR) lies densely in the dual of ~ (the solenoid) by restricting characters on IR to the
subgroup ~. A solenoid of topological dimension n is a quotient of (~A)n where ~A is the
. adele group (group of valuation vectors) of the rationals. This is proved in Hewitt and Ross
[1] but is stated somewhat differently there. A direct proof using the language of adeles may
be found in Well [1], §IV.2, where it is shown that the dual of an algebraic number field k is
isomorphic to the quotient group kAIk where k is embedded diagonally as
x-+ (x,x, ... ) E kA'
10
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whose dual is discrete, torsion free and abelian. We can express this by saying that a
group G is a solenoid if and only if its dual group G* is a subgroup of a:ld for some
d. For references to results in topological groups, see Hewitt and Ross [1].
§3: Algebraic Background
In this section we assemble the facts about rings, ideals and modules that we will
be using. All the material can be found in Chapter VI of Lang [1]. The algebra
assembled here can also be found in exactly this context in Section 2 of Schmidt [1].
Let R be the ring of Laurent polynomials in d variables as in Section 1. In all
that follows, let M be a finitely generated R-module. Then M is automatically a
quotient of a free R-module. For every r E R, write rM:M --+ M for the map
rM(a) = r.a for all a E M. Let Ann(a) = {r E R I rM(a) = O} denote the R-
annihilator of a E M. A prime ideal peR is said to be associated with M if there
is an element a E M for which P = Ann(a). The module M is associated with p if
P is the only prime ideal associated with M. We then have (Lang [1], Corollary
VI.4.11): M is associated with P if and only if:-
p = {r E RI rM is not injective} = {r E RI rM is nilpotent}
If M is associated with p and Ne M is a non-zero submodule then N is also
associated with p.
A submodule Ne M is p-primary (where p is a prime ideal of R) if
MIN is associated with p. By Theorem VI.5.3 of Lang [1], there exist pi-primary
submodules Wi of M for i = 1, ... ,m with the following.-
for any S a proper subset of {1, ... , m}, niES Wi :/: {O},
and the primes Pi corresponding to the submodules Wi are all distinct.
Such a family of submodules is called a reduced primary decomposition of 0 E M,
and {Pi} is called the set of associated primes of M. The set of associated primes is
11
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independent of the decomposition and furthermore (see Lang [1], VJ.5.5):-
{ r E RI rM:M --+ M is not injective} = Pl U ... U Pm
The existence of a finite reduced primary decomposition and the finiteness of the
set of associated primes is shown in Proposition 70 of Matsumura [1].
We quote the following (Corollary 2.2 in Schmidt [1]).
Lemma 1.3.1: Let {Pl"" ,Pm} be the set of primes associated with M. Then
there exist submodules M = N 1 :::>N2 :::>... :::>Ns = {OJ such that, for every
i E It, 2, ... , s-I}, N/Ni+l is isomorphic to R/qi for some prime ideal qi eR
with qi:::>Pj for some j E {t , 2, ... , m}.
The chain of submodules given in the above lemma will be called a prime
filtration of the module M. It allows certain properties of systems in lara) to be
extended to systems in 9tfoa(cf).The associated primes {Pl"" ,Pm} determine many
dynamical properties of the system (XM, aM).
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§l: Topological Entropy for Group Actions
In this section we define the global topological entropy of an action of Zd on a
compact metric abelian group by continuous automorphisms (or indeed on any
compact metric space by homeomorphisms) by means of spanning and separating
sets. A convenient framework for a general definition is to use Felner sequences in
the acting group.
The theory of metric entropy for an abelian group of transformations of a
Lebesgue space is described In Conze [1]. He shows (Theorem 2.3) that if Sand T
are two automorphisms of the Lebesgue space (X, jf, 11) with ST = TS, and either S
or T has finite metric entropy, then the Z2 action defined by the group of
automorphisms generated by Sand T has zero global entropy.
Definition n.l.l: A Felner sequence in a locally compact group G with Haar
measure 11 is a sequence A 1cA2 cA3c ... c G of Borel sets with Il(An) E (0,00)
for all n and with the property that given E > 0 and B a compact neighbourhood of
o E G, there exists N such that n ~ N implies:-
Il(An6(B+An»
Il(An)
< E
Remarks n.l.2:
(i) G is amenable 1 if and only if such sequences exist. This is proved in
Emerson and ~reenleaf [1] and in fact Ollagnier [1] calls such a sequence a (left)
ameaning filter. For the original definition see F!2S1ner[1].
(ii) If G is abelian then it is amenable by the Kakutani-Markov fixed point theorem
(see 4.1.2 of Zimmer [1]). The groups we consider are abelian and discrete so finite
lA group G is amenable if any action of G by affine continuous one-to-one mappings on
a compact and convex subset of a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space has at
least one invariant point. The importance of this property is that it implies that a continuous
action of G on a compact metric spaces carries a G-invariant probability measure.
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Haar measure can be replaced by finite in the above definition.
(iii) Example. The sets Ek = E(k) = I-k, ... ,0, ... .kl define a Felner sequence in
71..
(iv) For 7Ld we can sometimes consider a rectangular Felner sequence (cf. example
after lemma 3.6.4 in Greenleaf [1]), that is to say one in which each An takes the
form:-
d
An = I1[0,mi(n)ln7L
d
.
i= 1
This is because for any Felner sequence B 1C B 2 C ... we can find a sequence of the
above form with Bn contained in a translate of An for each n, so along a sequence
of the above rectangular form we eventually contain translates of the elements of any
other sequence.
We now turn to the definition of topological entropy. The s, r notation is
originally due to Bowen [2] and follows Chapter 7 of Walters [1]. The definition
could be extended to actions by commuting uniformly continuous homeomorphisms
on non -compact metric spaces by using Bowens definition for the d = t case. This
is described in Walters [1].
Definition n.l.3: The (global or joint) topological entropy of an action T of 7Ld on
a compact metric space (X, d) is defined as follows. Choose a Felner sequence Fn
in 7Ld. A set Fe X is said to be (n, ej-separated if x, yE F with x '" y implies
that there is an n E F n for which Tn e-separates x and y, that is, has
d(Tnx, ToY) ~ E.
Let sn(~) be the maximum cardinality of an (n, E)-separated set. Define the
topological entropy (a priori along the sequence F0) to be:-
htop(X) = lim lim sup 1Ft ,log So(E)
£-+0 0-+00 n
Define similarly with spanning sets, writing rneE) for the minimum cardinality
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of an (n, e)-spanning set. The two quantities coincide as usual since
rn(e) ~ sn(e) ~ rn(e/2), and the second limit (in e) exists since htop(X' e) increases as
e decreases to zero.
Notice that the quantity h is independent of the Felner sequence chosen. For a
proof of this in a more general setting and a more detailed discussion of this
definition, see section 5.1 of Ollagnier [1]. Notice by Remark II.1.2 (i) that the
topological entropy of any amenable group action can be defined in this way,
replacing IFni with ~(F n) if ~ is Haar measure on the acting group.
From now on we apply Definition II.1.3 to our systems, where X is a compact
abelian group of the form XM as defined in Chapter 1, and T is the action aM' We
will write hM for the global-entropy of aM on XM'
Notice that these groups are compact metric spaces with respect to a translation
invariant metric. This follows from the Descending Chain Condition or can be seen
directly. An example of a translation invariant metric on a group of the form XR/q
for some ideal q c R may be obtained by restricting d, a translation invariant metric
Zd
on Y ,to the closed subgroup X. Define d as follows. For x, y E Y let
Ix - yl = minlla - b+nllR I nE if}.
Then set:
~ -maxlln.], ... ,lnd~
d(x,y) = LJ 2 x Ix(n)-y(n)1 .
d
nel
The metric d induces a translation invariant metric on closed subgroups of yld.
We now 'go through the method of Bowen [2] to use Haar measure to measure
volume expansion and compute entropy. This gives a local formula for the entropy.
Definition 11.1.4: Define, analogously to k(~, a) in Bowen [2], the quantity
Bow{aw as follows. Firstly, choose a Felner sequence Fn in ifd and let:-
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If Il is normalized Haar measure on X, notice that:-
(i) Il(K) s 1 for all measurable K cX.
(ii) Il(K) > 0 for any compact K with interior.
(iii) Il(Dn(y, E» = Il(Dn(x, E» for all x, y E X by translation invariance of Haar
measure.
This means that Il is an-Iwmogeneous in the sense of Definition 6 of Bowen [2]
for each n in Zd. Define:-
Bow(a) = lim lim sup { IF-1110gIl(Dn(X,E»}.
£-+0 IHCO n
This is independent of x by (iii) and is independent of the Felner sequence by
Lemma 11.1.5 below and the comments after Definition 11.1.3.
Lemma 11.1.5: Bow(aW = h(aM).
Proof: The proof of this lemma is identical to that of the one dimensional case, which
is Proposition 7 in Bowen [2]. Let F c X be (n, ej-separated. Then the sets
Dn(x, E/2) are disjoint for distinct x in F since if not we would have
yE Dn(x, E/2) r.Dn(z, E/2) for some x f. z in F. This would imply that
d(ax, az) ~ E for a E Fn, contradicting the existence of y.
Now Dn(x, E/2) = x.Dn(1, E/2) since each a is a group automorphism. So we
have Il(Dn(1, E/2» ~ 1!sn(E) and hence:-
-1
see) s lim sup {TFTlog Il(Dn(1,E/2»}
IHCO n
and h(aM) ~Bow(aM)'
Now let Gc X be an (n, B)-spanning set so that X is covered by the sets
Dn(x, 2B) =x.Dn(1, 2B) with x E G. So we have Dn(1, 2B).rn(B) ~ 1 and:-
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-1
reO)~ lim sup { iFTlog J.1.(Dn(1, 20»}
~oo n
and hence h(a.M)~ Bow(a.M) as required. 0
Notice that Dn(1, E) is equal to the intersection over a. E Fn of the sets
a.-1Be(1) so we have:-
-1 r--..-l
htop(a.)= lim lim sup {-IF IlogJ.1.(1 la. Be(1»}
e...O n-see n TeF n
In order to analyse the global topological entropy of a Zd action defined by an
R-module M, we use the decomposition described in Lemma 1.3.1:if M is a finitely
generated R-module then there is a set of associated primes {Pl"'" Pm} and a
chain of submodules with successive quotients isomorphic to R/qi with qi a prime
ideal containing some Pj' We use this to express a member of Moa(a) as an iterated
skew product of elements of Jtf(tf).
Theorem 11.1.6: The system (M·, Zd) E Moa(a) with the chain of submodules
M = Nl :::> ••• :::> Ns = {O} with quotients N/Ni+l = R/qi is metrically isomorphic to
an iterated skew product of the systems «R/q/, Zd) E Jtf(tf).
Proof: First take the annihilators of the above chain in X = M· to obtain the reverse
chain:-
~O}= M.1cXl c ... c Xs = {O}.1 = M*, where Xi = Ni.1.
We will show that the first Xs can be 'factored out' in this sense and the statement
will then follow by induction.
Consider the group X and the invariant subgroup Y = Xs-1' Notice that X s-I
is closed since it is the annihilator of a subgroup of the discrete group M. Let
c : X/Y --+ X be a Borel section of the quotient map n : X --+ X/Yo Such a map
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always exists, see for instance Theorem A.7 of Zimmer [1] and can in fact be chosen
to be almost continuous (continuous off a null set) by Theorem 2 in Lind [3]. For the
moment write X additively. We claim that each a E Zd is metrically isomorphic to
the skew action rr = a x'Y a y where ay is the action of a on the invariant
. -
subgroup Y and a is the induced action on X/Y and the skewing map
y: X/Y -+ Y is defined by:
y(x) = a(c(x» - ca(x) where x E X/Yo
Thus, '1(x, y) = (a (x), ay(y) + y(x». Let <p:X/YxY-+ X be given by
<p(x,y) = c(x) +y; Then <p is a Borel isomorphism since c is a Borel map. Also, the
following diagram commutes»-
T -e-
X/Y xY------ X/Y x Y
, j~
X X
We can continue in this way to conclude that there is a metric isomorphism
<1>: (R1q1)* x •.. x (R/qS>* ----+ M* so the given system is metrically equivalent to
an iterated skew product of elements of Ia(tf). 0
The above allows the global entropy of the system (M*, Zd) to be calculated.
Corollary 11.1.7: With the above notation:
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of the addition formula shown in Appendix
B of Lind, Schmidt and Ward [1]. The case d = 1 was shown for the metric entropy
of a skew product of endomorphisms of a Lebesgue space by Abramov and Rokhlin
[1], and for a skew product of an endomorphism of a Lebesgue space ~d a
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topological group endomorphism by R. K. Thomas [1]. This gives the above
topological result for d = 1 when combined with the fact that Haar measure is the
measure of maximal entropy for group automorphisms (see Berg [1]). 0
Remark 11.1.8: If the system (XM, Zd) satisfies a higher dimensional analogue of
Bowen's weak specification ( Bowen [3], Ruelle [1] and Sigmund [1] ) then there is a
direct metric decomposition of an element of 9vfoa(tf)into elements of U(a). This can
be demonstrated by following a method due to Doug Lind [2], [4], where it is shown
for Z actions.
Theorem 11.1.9: .The topological entropy of the Zd action defined by the prime ideal
. --
peR is given by:-
ifp = <f),feR\{O}
o if P is not principal
00 ifp ={O}
Proof: This result, due to Doug Lind and Klaus Schmidt, is shown in Lind, Schmidt
and Ward [1]2. A brief description of the proof is given in Appendix B. For the case
d = 1, this gives Yuzvinskii's formula. To see this, recall Jensen's formula: if p(x) is
the polynomial aO+ at x + ... + adxd and the roots of p(z) = 0 are {A.iI i = 1, ... ,
dl then:-
t d
. flOg Ip(e
21rl9
)1 de = log ladl+ ~ log max {lA.il,t}
o i=t
2The formula for h top{(f» is the logarithmic Mahler measure of the polynomial f
introduced in Mahler [1]. For certain important examples f (with zeros on the d-dimensional
torus) it has been computed explicitly by C. J. Smyth and D. Boyd, see Smyth [1], [2] and
Boyd [1]. The Mahler measure of a polynomial with no zeros on the d-torus is easily
computed by using Jensen's formula,
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which is Yuzvinskii's formula, 0
Theorem 11.1.9 and Corollary 11.1.7 together allow the entropy of an element of
Mod(d) to be computed. In Lind, Schmidt and Ward [1] this result is extended to
compute the joint entropy of a Zd action on any compact group.
§2: Periodic Points for Zd. actions
In order to consider periodic points for actions of Z d we make the following
definitions. The first, Fixt), denotes the subgroup of points of given period. The
second.Fix'(j, is 'a canonically chosen subgroup of the points with given period with
the important property that for systems whose associated primes are non-zero there
are always periods with FixIO finite. Write XM for the compact group defined by the
module M.
Definition II.2.1: If r c Zd is a cocompact lattice, then x E XM is said to be r-
periodic if an(x) = x for all nE r.Write
FixM(r) = {x E X 1 o.n(x) = x for all n E zd}.
If r is the rectangular lattice r = ntetZ + ... + ndedZ, then write FixM (n) for
FixM<r); if nt = ... = nd we will call the lattice square and write Fix M(n) for
FixM<r).
Notice that:-
• Dt Dd
IFlx(n)1= IR/<q, 1-ut , ... , 1-ud >1
for the case M = R/q when Fix(n) is a finite group. This is because the two groups
above are dual to each other and we can apply Lemma 1.2.1. If either of the above
quantities is infinite then so is the other - though they have different cardinalities
since one of them is discrete.
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Write I(x) = < <J>1tl (Ut), ... , <J>1t d(Ud) ), where <J>k is the kth cyclotomic
polynomial, and write J(x) = < 1 - Ut1t1,... , 1 - ud1td). Since J(x) is a subgroup
of I(x), the group M/I(x)M is a quotient of M/J(x)M. This means that the dual of
M/I(x)M is a closed subgroup of the dual of ,M/J(x)M. Thus all the points. in
Fix~(x) = (M/I(x)M)* have period x, and all the points with least period x lie in
Fix~(x).
Definition 11.2.2: Define the map 6.x' X ---+ X to be the group homomorphism
sending the element x E X to (aet - 1x) ... (aed- 1x)'x where 1x is the identity on
X and et, ... , ed are the usual basis elements of Zd. With the same notation as in
Definition 11.2.1 above, write Fix~(n) = 6.x(Fix!(n)). We will write 6. = 6.M when
X = XM for a finitely generated R - module M.
Definition 11.2.3: For the system XM in Motf(tf), define upper and lower growth
rates of periodic points, written HM and HM respectively, as follows:
The periods x are taken to be prime in the sense that each 1ti is an odd rational
prime and, for convenience in later calculations, we also assume that all the 1ti'S are
distinct. In the sequel, (upper or lower) growth rate of periodic points means the
above limits taken along such periods, and we will always assume that periods
written x are of this form unless explicitly stated otherwise. We also will always
assume that a sequence of periods has the property that their fundamental regions
form a Felner sequence in the acting group. Thus x-+ 00 means that each 1ti -+ 00.
Notice that for systems with finitely many fixed points (points of period
(1, 1, ... , 1)) the quantities !Fix~ and !Fix! have identical upper and lower growth
rates, since Fix! certainly contains all the points with least period x. We often
assume that all our systems have finitely many points of any given period, so it makes
sense to speak of the growth rate of periodic points.
Lemma 11.2.4: Given any non zero ideal q c R(d), there is an integer Lq ~ 1 such
that Va:(q) nVa:(I(x)) = ¢ for all prime periods x with 1ti > Lq for i = 1, ... ;'d.
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Proof: If q contains a constant then Va:( q) is empty. So we may assume that
q (J l. = {O} and q = (ft, ... , fr>. After writing all the polynomials fi' i = 1, ... , r
in standard form, let Lq be an integer greater than the degrees of any of the fi's. Let
x have each 1ti> Lq and as usual assume that {1tt, ... ,1td} is a set of distinct odd
rational primes. Then if ID = (COt,... ,COd)E Va:(q) (J Va:(I(x», each polynomial fj
must vanish on ID, a primitive joint xth root of unity3, and so fj must vanish on
the orbit of ID under the Galois group of the (1tt x . . . x 1td)th cyclotomic extension
of <C. This requires in particular that fj(cot, .. , COd-t,z) = 0 for every 1tdth primitive
unit root z. Since 1td is prime, this implies that the degree of fj exceeds 1td - 1 ~ Lq
which contradicts the assumption that Lq exceeds the degree of fj. 0
Let M be a finitely generated R module.
Lemma 11.2.5: In the group XM' FixM(x) is the dual of M/J(x)M. The index of
the group FixR/q~(X) in FixR/qI(x) is bounded by <l>(x), a function of x with zero
growth rate. This means in particular that HR/q is the lower growth rate of
IFixR/qI(x)1 and HR/q is the upper growth rate of IFixR/qI(x)1.
Proof: As mentioned above, it is clear that FixM (x) £!: (M/J(x)M)* since
multiplication by ui corresponds under duality to the action of ae.. Recall that1
Fix~(x) is defined to be (M/I(x)M)*.
The dual homomorphism to !1 is given by !1"f = (Ut - 1) ... (ud - 1)·f, so that
(FixR/q~(X»l. = I f E RI!1 "f E I(x) + q I. Notice that I(x) c (FixR/q~(X»l., and so
FixR/q~(X) is a subgroup of (R/(q + I(x»)*.
In order to find the index I (R/(q + I(x»)* /FixR/q~(X) I we need to find the
size of the kernel K of the map !1: (R/(q + I(x»)* __. (Rz'(q + I(x»)*. Since
!1 = (aet - 1x) ... (aed - 1x) we have IK I~ I1i=t,..) ~ I where Ki is the kernel of
l.
the map xr-+ (a~- 1x)x on (R/(q + I(x»)*. Now K, = (q, ui - 1, I(x» = q',
and since we have the identity:
c1t.(u) + (1 - u) + (1 - u)(1 + u) + ... + (1 - u)(1 + u + ... + u 1ti-2) = 1ti1
3By this we mean that CO= (rot, . . . , rod} has coi a primitive 1tith root of unity for
i = t, ... ,d.
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the constant 1ti E q'. But then in R/q' we can choose coset representatives with
degrees bounded by 1tj in the variables Uj for j :/:i, and bounded by 1 in the
variable ui' Thus:-
Taking logarithms, we conclude that
from which we conclude that IK I has zero growth rate, since
and (I /n) log(n) converges to zero as n --+ 00. This shows the lemma, where we
take for <l>(1t)the above estimate for IKI.0
In the above lemma it is of course the observation about growth rates that is
important: for the purposes of growth rates, FixM6('Jt) and (M /I('Jt)M)* behave
identically and in the sequel all computations of growth rates of Fix~('Jt) will be
made by considering the more accessible group (M/I('Jt)M)*. To facilitate this, write
FixMI('Jt) = <¥./I('Jt)M)* c Fixw'Jt). For clarity, we recall the definitions:
FixW'Jt) = (M/J('Jt)M)*,
FixMI('Jt) = (M/I('Jt)M)* c FixW'Jt),
and FixM6('Jt) = 6(FixMI('Jt)) c FixMI('Jt).
Lemma n.2.6: If V(p) has no unit roots (as defined in Section 1.1) then
IFixR/p('Jt)1< 00 for all 'Jt in ;Zd\ {O}. For any non zero ideal q, IFixR/qI('Jt)1< CX'1 for
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all sufficiently large prime periods 2t.
Proof: Both of these assertions follow immediatly from Lemma 3.12 of Schmidt [1]
and Lemma II.2.5. In the second, we need to choose periods 2t with each 1ti> Lq
where Lq is chosen as in Lemma 11.2.4. Lemma 3.12 of Schmidt [1] then shows that
FixR/qI(1t) is finite, and so by Lemma 11.2.5, FixR/q6(2t) is finite as well. 0
We now tum to the proof of a fundamental inequality relating periodic points
and entropy. It is clear from the separated set definition of entropy that the joint
topological entropy of a given action exceeds the upper growth rate of periodic points
for that action 'if the system is expansive. What is more surprising is that the same
result holds even when the action is not expansive. The method of proof is identical to
the proof of Theorem 3.9 in Schmidt [1], where a criterion for expansiveness is
shown.
Lemma ll.2.7: Introduce the pseudo-metric+ dk on the group X = XR/q defined
by:
dk (x, y) = max Ix(n) - y(n)l.d
ne n[O, kil
"'i.-'f
For the system (XR/q, Zd) there exists an E> 0 (independent of k ) such that if
there are only finitely many points of period k then for any two distinct points of
period k, x and y, dk(x, y) > E.
Proof: Let th~ ideal q = <f l' .•. ,fs) and define the constant E as follows>:
4We are thinking of X additively now, so if x, y e X then x(n) and y(n) are elements of [0,
1) under addition modulo 1and Ix(n) - y(n~ means the quotient metric inherited by IR/Z from
the usual metric on IR. For later brevity of argument, regard the coordinate group as [-1. 1)
under addition modulo 1.
5Forinstance, if q = <2+x+y, 5-yx3 > then the corresponding value of e is 1/80.
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1E= -----------------------------
10 X ~ax (L Icoefficients in fi 1+2 )
l=l, ...,s
Now assume that there are two points x 1= y in XR/q which are of period k and
which are within E of each other under the k separation psuedo-metric dk' We will
show that this produces a contradiction. Introduce the Banach subspace B of
loo(Zd) = {bounded maps: Zd -+ CC} defined by:
where 0' l' ... , ad are the natural shift operators on loo(Zd). Now consider the
element z = x - y in the group X. By assumption, z has the property that each co-
ordinate z(n) in [-t t) actually falls inside the interval (-E, E). This means that the
conditionss that z satisfies in order to lie in X and in order to have period k hold
in IR as well as in IR/Z. That is to say, the expressions never exceed t in modulus
so the reduction modulo 1 never occurs. So, regarding the set [-t t) as a subset of
IRc CC rather than a quotient group we can say that z E B. By assumption, z is non
zero so B is a non-trivial Banach space. Now define the Banach algebra .9l of
(bounded linear) operators on B by setting .9l= <{0'1, ... , ad})' By general
considerations (see for instance Section 7, Chapter II of Naimark [1] or Chapter 10 of
Rudin [1]) there is a ring homomorphism Tl:.9l-+ CC. Write coi = Tl(O'i) for
i = 1, ... , d. Now f1(0'1,' .. , O'd),"" fs(O'l," ., ad), (0'1kL1), ... , and (O'lL1)
are the zero operator on B (by definition) and so, since Tl is a homomorphism,
f1(C01"'" COd)= ... = fs (C01"'" COd)= 0 and (co lkL1) = ... = (roi'd-1) = O.
Thus (COl," . ,COd) is a joint kth unit root in V (q), which is a contradiction of the
6Por instance, if we consider the previous example, where q = <2+x+y, 5-yx3> then the
conditions on z are: 2z(k, I) + z(k+l, I) + z(k, 1+1)= 0 mod. 1 and 5z(k, I) - z(k+3, 1+1)= 0
mod. 1 (in order to lie inX) and z(k,I) = z(k+ll ,I) = ·z(k,I+lV mod. 1 (in order to have period
1) for all k, 1E Z. The assumption that each z(k, 1)lies in (-e, e) means that the conditions are
satisfied in IR: they are true modulo 1 but none of the expressions ever exceeds 1- in modulus.
In fact the constant e is chosen to ensure that none of the expressions exceeds 1/10 in
modulus. ..
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assumption that there were only finitely many points of this period. 0
Corollary 11.2.8: For any member of Moa(a) with non-zero associated primes, we
have FixM.1(1t) finite for all large periods 71:, and hM ~ HM.
Proof: First we establish this for the case where M = R/q for some non-zero ideal
q = <f 1> ••• , fs)' Consider two distinct points x and y in the group FixR /qI(1t),
where 1t is chosen large enough to ensure that this group is finite by Lemma II.2.4. If
z = x - y has least period 71: and is within E of the identity with respect to the x
separation pseudo metric then the proof of Lemma 11.2.7 shows that there must be a
point in the intersection V«:(q) n V «:(I(x)). To see this, consider the point z in
isolation: z has least period 1t and so it defines a non-trivial element of the Banach
subspace
c = Iv E loo(ld) I fj(crt, ... , crd)v = 0 for j = 1, , s
and <i>1t.(cri)v= 0 for i = 1, , d },
1
and of the subspace used in Lemma 11.2.7,
00 d
B={vEI (l )lfj(crt, ... ,crd)v=O forj=l, ... ,s
k.
and (cri1 - l)v = 0 for i = 1, ... , d }.
The same argument as that used in Lemma II.2.7 now gives the point in the
intersection: the fact that B is non-trivial shows there is a 1tth unit root in the
intersection; the fact that C is non-trivial shows that there must be a primitive 1tth
unit root in the intersection.
We deduce that x and y in FixR/qI(1t) are separated unless x - y has a least
period other than It. Since each of the 1ti is prime, this can only occur if x - Y is
actually fixed in some direction. Thus, x and y are separated unless x - y lies in
the -kernel of the map ~R/q. By choosing S( 1t) to be a section of the canonical
quotient map FixR/qI(1t) ___. FixR/qI(1t)/(FixR/ql(1t) n kera) we therefore obtain an
E separated subset of FixR/qI(1t). By the definition of entropy, the growth rate of this..
subset is therefore dominated by the joint entropy. Now notice that the proof of
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Lemma n.2.S shows that the growth rate of the size of Sex) is the same as the
growth rate of FixR/qI(x). This follows from the observation that the kernel of I!J. on
FixR/qI(x) is bounded in size by <l>(x). We conclude that the growth rate of
FixR/qI(x) . is dominated by the entropy, and therefore (by Lemma n.2.S again),
HM~hM'
We now turn to the case of a general module M. Let the associated primes of
M be {Pt, ... , Pm} and assume that none of the ideals Pi are zero? Let d be
any translation invariant metric on XM. From the definition of topological entropy in
terms of separated sets, we need only check that the set Sex) is separated for large x.
We claim this: there exists an E> 0 such that for any period x with
Va:(I(x)) n Ui=l •...•mVa:(Pi) = ¢, the set S( x) is uniformly e-separated, That is,
supd(<ln(x),<In(Y))> E for any x:/: y in Sex).
d
nel
"
In order to see this, assume it is not true. Then given any E' > 0 we can choose
a period xe' with V a:(I(~')) n Ui=l .....mVa:(Pi) = 91 with the property that S(xe') is
not uniformly E'-separated. That is, we have d(<lrnx, 0) < E' for all mE Zd and
some x = z - y for z and y distinct elements of S(~,). From this we can find a
sequence of periods x(n) such that, for every n ~ 1,
Va:(I(xCn»))n Ui=l .....mVa:(Pi) = 91;
d(<lrnxn, 0) < 1/n for all mE Zd and some xn = Zn - Yn with Zn and Yn
distinct points in S( xCn»)\{OXM}'
Choose a prime filtration {OJ = No C Nt C ... C N r = M with j th quotient
N/NJ-t 9!! R/qj, where qj is a prime ideal in R containing Pk(j), one of the
associated primes of M. Since Va:(qj) C Va:(Pk(j»)'we certainly have:
Va:(I(xCn»))n Ui=l .....mVa:(qj) = 91 for all n ~ 1 and j = 1, ... , r.
7Wekeep assumingthis.The reason is that if M has {O}as an associatedprime, then (cf.
Section 1.3) there is a filtration of M with one quotient isomorphic to R/{O} e! R.
Correspondingto this,thereisan invariantsubgroupof XM isomorphicto the dual of R - a
full d-dimensionalshiftwithalphabetT. Thisguaranteesthat the systemhas infiniteentropy
andinfinitelymanypointsof anygivenperiod.ThegroupsFix6 are alsoinfinitein thiscase.
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In the filtration, Nj is a subgroup of M so Nj.l is a subgroup of M * = XM,
Furthermore, XM/Nj .l~ M*/Nj .l ~ Nj* ~ XNf Taking the annihilator in XM of the
terms in the filtration produces a chain of invariant subgroups of XM:
.l.l .l . *.l * * .1XM = No :::> N1 :::> ••• =>Nr = {OxJ. Since (NjlNj_1) ~ Nj-1 c Nj 9!! M /Nj ,
* .l.l *(NjlNj_1) ~ Nj-1 /Nj ~ (R!qv ~ XR/qj'
Write 11j:XM----+ XM/Nj.l ~ XNj for the quotient map. Since 11/, the dual of
11j'is a homomorphism of commutative R-modules, we have 11/xn) E FixN/(mn))
for all integers n ~ 1. We conclude that 111(xn) E FixN1I(7t(n)), and since
Nl/NO ~ Nl 9!! R/ql, Lemmas 11.2.7 and 11.2.6 together imply that there is an Nl
such that xn isin the kerne! of the map .1NI/No for n ~ Nl, since it will be too close
to the identity. So, xn E ker(.1N1/NJ for every n ~ Nl' This means that Zn and Yn
lie in the same coset of kere on N l/NO'
Consider N 1.1/N2 .l. As mentioned above, N 1.l/N2 .l~ XR/q2' so we can apply
Lemmas II.2.6 and n.2.7 to the sequence (112(Xn))n~ N 1 to conclude that there is an
N2 with xn E ker(.1N2/N1) for every n ~ N2. By repeating this argument a total of r
times we obtain an integer N, such that xn lies in the kernel of .1 on N r.l= {OXM}
for every n ~ N, and so Zn and Yn lie in the same coset of kerz, on M. Since zn
and Yn are in the section S(7t), they must therefore be equal, contradicting the
assumption that XnE FixMi(mn))\{OxJ for all n ~ 1, so we conclude the existence
of a separation constant E with the stated properties. By compactness, this also shows
that for large periods 7t, FixMi(7t) is finite.
The proof is completed by showing that the growth rate of the set S(7t) is
correct Each S(x) is the image of a section of the quotient map FixMI(7t) onto
FixMI(X)/(FixMI(x) (1kerzs). So the size is given by the image of .1, to which we
may apply the same argument as was used in the proof of Lemma II.2.5 as follows.
First notice that I ker(.1 on M/I(x)M) I :s; I1i=l.....d Ikertu] - 1) on M/I(7t)M) I. Now
apply the filtration to conclude that Ikertu, - 1) on M/I(x)M) I= I1i=l...,) kertu, - 1)
on R/I(x)R I. This finally gives the estimate I ker(.1 on M/I(x)M) I s [<P( 7t)ls which
has zero growth rate since <P itself has zero growth rate. 0
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§3: Growth Rate of Periodic Points and Topological Entropy
In this section we wish to show that the growth rate of periodic points coincides
with the joint topological entropy for 'Motf{a}. We start with an example due to Doug
Lind showing that such a statement cannot be possible in the category of all actions
on compact abelian groups. The regularity implied by the Descending Chain
Condition is essential - without it we may have no non-trivial periodic points despite
the presence of positive entropy.
Example n.3.1: (See example after Proposition 3.1 in Lind and Ward [1]8)
Consider initially the (discrete) group D = l[1/61 and the automorphism A = [3/2]
acting on X =-D',\ The entropy is given by Abramov's formula, h(A) = log 3. We
will consider the same system below in Lemma ll.3.2 with f(u) = 3 - 2u, and so,
anticipating the result there, we expect many periodic points. In fact, the closure of
the subgroup of A-periodic points has annihilator:-
Q(3/2)n -110 = {OJ
That is, the periodic points of A are dense in X. Now introduce isometric
components as follows. Let DG;}= D® la;} = a;}, and let XG;}= D G;}"'. The map A
extends to an automorphism AG;}of XG;}'Notice that the resulting l-action does not
satisfy the descending chain condition. We still have h(AG;})= log 3 but the closure
of the subgroup of AG;}-periodicpoints has annihilator:-
Thus AG;}has only the identity as a periodic point. To see that (XG;}'AG;})does not
have the descending chain condition, define the sets Xi as follows. Let Xi be the
annihilator of l[t/Pi] where Pi is the set of the first (i+2) rational primes. So, for
8This example is given in Lind and Ward (1) to show the effect on a solenoidal
automorphism of introducing components that do not have hyperbolicity.
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instance, P3 = {2, 3, 5, 7, 1t} and X3 = Z[1!2310). We then have Xa;}:::>Xl :::>X2 :::>
... a chain of Aa;}-invariant closed subgroups that does not terminate. Notice that the
Xi have the finite intersection property but the intersection of all the Xi is {t X}·
We now tum to the problem of computing the growth rate of periodic points for
elements of f).{oa(a). The method involves induction on the dimension of the acting
group and a reduction to Jtf(tf). There is an inherent difficulty in that the Zd-l action
induced on the subgroup of points of period n in the ed direction of a system in
Jtf(tf) is not an element of Jtf(tf.l): it is in general an element of f).{oa(a·l).
To start the induction, we begin by considering fa(l). Here the growth rate of
periodic points for an ergodic Z-action is equal to the entropy. This is well known,
since the system .has Markoy partitions by Fried [1]. For a general discussion of this
case see Kitchens and Schmidt [1], Example 12.1(3) and Section 6, or Lawton [1].
Notice that if Ifol = Ifni = 1 in the discussion below then (Xj, <Xf) is an ergodic
automorphism of a torus. For the case of an expansive automorphism of a torus,
Lemma II.3.2 is shown in Theorem 8.18 of Walters [1]. This case also follows in pari
from topological dynamics: an expansive automorphism of the torus is an axiom A
map of a compact manifold, so Bowen [1] shows that the topological entropy is the
upper (lim sup) growth rate of periodic points. The case of an ergodic automorphism
of the torus is dealt with in Lind [4] . In general, the group Xf is a direct product of a
restricted solenoidf and a full shift whose alphabet is a finite cyclic group.
Lemma 11.3.2: Let (Xp' Z) be an ergodic member of fa(l). Then the growth rate of
•
periodic points is equal to the topological entropy of <Xfon Xc
Proof: We may assume that the ideal p is principal, say p = (f). Notice that the
corresponding group Xf = X is a solenoid of the type found in Lawton [1]. By
multiplying by a unit in R, that is to say a monomial, we can assume that:-
9An automorphismof a full solenoidi.e. the action of an elementof GL(n,a;})on (a;) *)n is
neverexpansive(seeLindandWard [1]) becausethere are alwaysinfinitelymanyisometric
directionscorrespondingto all the rational primes that do not appear in the numeratoror
denominatorof anyelementof therationalmatrixor in thedeterminantof the rationalmatrix.
For instance, the solenoidal automorphism determined by the matrix [: ~] has an
isometricdirectioncorrespondingto eachrationalprime;' 2,3 or 5.
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Let s be the highest common factor of fo"'" fn . Then there is an isomorphism
'II: Xf ---+ (71.Is71.) x X(f/s) which carries <Xl to 0' x <Xt(Us) where 0' is the shift on
s symbols. Let At be the companion matrix to the polynomial g = Ufn. Then (see
12.1(3) of Kitchens and Schmidt [1]) the system (X(f/s)' <Xt(Us» is algebraically
conjugate to the system (A, Y(A, fn/s» where Y(A, f n/s) is the solenoid defined
by the integer fnls and the rational matrix A:-
nZ
Y(A,fn/s) = {XE("U" ) I(fn/s)x(k) = (fn/s)Ax(k+1)}
The number of points of period v is therefore given by the expression
1Fixv(0')1x IFixV<<Xl(Us)1which is:-
where the A/S are the eigenvalues of A, none of which are unit roots by ergodicity.
It can then be shownlv that the growth rate of this number is:-
This is Yuzvinskii's formula so we have shown that in this case the growth rate of
periodic points is equal to the entropy. This formula is shown in Yuzvinskii [1] and in
Lind and wea [1] 11.0
toAs pointed out by Doug Lind in the toral case Lind [4] the possibility of eigenvalues A
with IAI=1 makes this convergence non-trivial. In this case the automorphism is said to be
quasihyperbolic. However, such a A is not a unit root by ergodicity and Gelfond's theorem
Gelfond [1] can be applied: IAk-tbe-dc for only finitely many k for each £>0. This is
equivalent to the required convergence.
IlThis formula was found by Arov [1] for the case where the characteristic polynomial is a
power of an irreduciblepolynomial, and by Abramov [1] when the matrix is 1 x 1 ( see
Examples II.S.t (vj for a description of an analogous system in higher dimensions). Yuzvinskii
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In order to carry out the reduction in dimension, we will need to compute the
growth rate of periodic points for the zd-t action induced on an element of It£(tf}
when we restrict to points of given period n in the last direction. It turns out that the
resulting systems are particularly nice elements of Moara·l}: they are determined by
modules of the form MA = R(d-1)n / AR(d-1)n where A is an n x n matrix with
entries in R(d-1). These systems are of independent interest, initially because the
entropy of the actions associated to them can be computed without finding all their
associated primes. To start with, we find the growth rate of periodic points for such a
system.
Lemma n.3.3: 'Let-A be an element of Mn(R(d)) with non-zero determinant. Then,
if MA is the module R(d)n/ AR(d)n, the growth rate of periodic points in the system
(XMA, Zd) is given by HMA = log M(det(A)), where M(f) is as usual the Mahler
measure of the polynomial f E R(d).
Proof: For brevity write M = MA' By Lemma 11.2.4there is an integer N ~ 1 such
that VG:«det(A)) (J VG:(I(x))= ¢ for all periods x with each xi ~ N. Fix such a
period x and write D = D(x) = (Xt - 1) x ... x (xd - 1). Under the standing
assumption that the components of the period x are distinct rational primes, D is
the degree of the extension a:l(co):<Q where co = e21ti/1tt···1td. Write k = a:l(ro).
Write adj(A) for the classical adjoint of A. Then there is the usual identity
A·adj(A) = adj(A)'A = det(A)-In, where In is the identity matrix in Mn( R). In
particular, this shows that det(A)·Rn cA·Rn, so det(A)·M = {OM}'This means that if
p is a prime ideal associated with M then p => <det(A), and if p = <g) is a
principal prime ideal associated with M then g divides det(A). Notice that for
every prime p associated with M we have VG:(p) c VG:«det(A)) so
VG:(P)(J VG:(I(:7t))= ¢ and this means that FixML\(x) is finite by Corollary 11.2.8.
Write Q(x) = { co = (COt, ••• , COd) I coi is a primitive Xi th unit root for
i = 1, ... .d.}. For each COE Q(x), let l1(co)= COt x ... x COd' Notice that l1(co) is a
[1] derives the entropy directly in this form using some complicated linear algebra. In Lind
and Ward fl] a covering-space method is used and it is shown that the entropy is given byL loglAi,Jv where the sum is taken over all inequivalent places (finite and infinite) of 4:),and
the {Aj,p}are the roots of f viewed as a polynomial over 4:)pwhere p is the prime lying below
theplacev.
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pnminve (n1 x ... x nd)th unit root. Define the evaluation homomorphism at m,
110):R--+ Z[II(m)] ~ ZD by 110)(f)= f(m). The surjective map 110)x ... x 110) from
Rn to Z[II( m)]n induces a surjective homomorphism "10) from M = Rn/ ARn to
Z[I1(m)]n/A(m)Z[II(m)]n where A(m) is the matrix in Mn(Z[II(m»)) whose (i,j)th
entry is 11O)(aij). Since the kernel of 110) is the ideal l( 7t), the kernel of "10) is l( n)M
and so
Thus, in order to compute IFixMI(7t)1we need to find IZ[I1(m)]n/ A(m)Z[I1(CO)]nl.
We already know that IFixMI(7t)1< 00 so IFixMI(7t)1 is the absolute value of the
determinant of -A(CI?)acting as a linear map on Z[I1(m)]n.
We claim that Idet(A(m»1 = Inn(1t) det(A) (er)1 where the produce is taken over
all er E Q(x). Notice that the absolute value of the determinant of Z E Z[I1(m)] acting
on Z[I1(m)]n is Nk:G:}(Z)= ny")'(z) where the product is taken over all 'Y E Gal(k:~)
(see for instance Weil [1]), and Gal(k:~) is transitive on Q(7t). For any matrix
X E Mn(R) write d(X) = Idet(X(m»1 and B(X) = Inn(1t) det(X)(er)1. For two matrices
Band C in Mn( R) it is clear that d(BC) = d(B) x deC) since
(BC)(co) = B(m)C(m). Similarly, we have the identity B(BC) = B(B) x B(C) since
det(BC) = det(B) x det(C). This means we need only check that d = B for elementary
matrices since any element of Mn(k) can be written as a product of elementary
matrices 12.
(i) Let B = be a diagonal matrix. Then B(m) is the diagonal
matrix with entries (b1(m), ... , bn(m». So
12Notice we do the reduction to a product of elementary matrices in the field k after
evaluating on the joint unit root. It is not possible to do this reduction over the ring R: the ring
R is not a GE-ring (generalized euclidean). This is shown in §5 of Cohn [1].
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(ii) Let B =
1 1
1
be a row addition matrix. Then it is clear that
1
1
deB) = 8(B) = 1.
(iii) Let B =
o 1
1 o be a permutation matrix. Then it is again
1
1
clear that deB) = 8(B) = 1.
So d and 8 are multiplicative functions coinciding on the elementary matrices.
We conclude in particular that d(A) = 8(A).
The growth rates HM and HM are then given by the limit as 7t goes to
infinity of
1 log IFix~7t) I = 1 ~)og(ldet(A)«J)I).
1tt· .. 1td "r .. 1td (JEO(1t)
the last term is a Riemann approximation to the logarithmic Mahler measure
10gM(det(A)). The result follows since HM is the growth rate of IFixMI(1t)1 by
Lemma II.2.S.
If there are no zeros of det(A) on the unit torus 13 then the sequence converges
and we may conclude that HM = HM . 0
Call the above result Sri). Call the statement h = H for systems determined by
prime ideals in Ii(tf) •P U(tf). and h = H for Moi(i). P'MOa{tf). Notice that P Itf(1) is
13This corresponds to assuming that the action on XA is expansive by Theorem 3.8 of
Schmidt [1]. In this case, the sequences converge without any restriction on the periods other
than requiring that they become large in each direction, which is the Felner condition. The
expansive case is discussed in Lind, Schmidt andWard [1].
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shown in Lemma 11.3.2. We can then represent the induction argument schematically
as follows:
PU(1); P U(tf) ~ P '.Moa(tf); P '.Moa(aj and S (tf) ~ Pua-n-
Theorem ll.3.4: If hR/q = HR/q = HR/q for all non zero ideals q c R(d), then
hM = HM = HM for any finitely generated R(d)-modules M none of whose
associated primes are zero.
Proof: This is the step (P U(tf) ~ P '.Mot{(tf) in the scheme above. The proof is long
and involves reduction to primary modules; we break it into three parts.
Step One. Let q c R be a non-zero ideal which does not contain any constants
(q (J 7L = {O}), and let g E R \ q. Then if K cLare finitely generated q-primary
modules with gL c K we have hK = hL' HK = HL, and HK = HL.
Proof. Fix a period x with each xi ~ Lq, where Lq is chosen as in Lemma 11.2.4.
Let MeN be finitely generated q-primary modules with gN c M. Then
IN/I(x)·N1~ IN/(M + I(x)·N)1x I(M+ I(x)·N)/I(x)·N1.
Consider the term IN/(M + I(x)·N)1.For each x E N /M , ( q + <g) )x E M since
gN c M so none of the associated primes of N/M are principal ( recall that we are
assuming q is prime so g E R \ q implies that <g) + q is not principal ). By
Theorem 11.1.9 and Corollary 11.2.8, this means that
lim sup 1 log IN/(M+I(x)N)I = lirrsup 1 10gIFix~/M(X)1
~oo "r : xd ~oo "r : xd
= lim sup 1 log IFix~nJX) I
~oo Xl'" xd
_...N/M
= H ::;;hN/M = O.
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Now consider the second term, (M + I(1t)·N)/I(1t)·N. Since I(1t)·M c I(1t)·N,
I(M + I(1t)·N)/I(1t)·N1 ~ IM/I(1t)·MI and so we may conclude that
By the Addition Formula from Appendix B of Lind, Schmidt and Ward [1], we also
have hN = hM+ hN/M= hM·
Now assume that M = gN. The homomorphism N ~ M/I(1t)·M, given by
sending a 1----+ ga +I(1t)·M is surjective, and the kernel contains I(1t)·N by
commutativity. This means in particular that IM/I(1t)·M1 ~ IN /I(1t)·Nl, and so
HM ~ HN' By the previous paragraph, we then have
By applying (*) with M = K and N = L and then with M = g-L and N = K,
we get that hL = hK' HL ~ HK s HgL ,and HL s HK s HgL. But (t) implies that
HgL = HL and HgL = HL, and so Step One is completed. 0
Step Two. Let q c R be a non-zero ideal which does not contain any constants
(q n Z = {O}), and let N be a finitely generated q-primary module. If hR/q = HR/q
then hN = HN = RN.
Proof. If q is not principal then by Lind, Schmidt and Ward [1] hN = 0 and so
HN = HN = 0 by Corollary 11.2.8 and we are done.
Assume that q = <f) is a principal ideal. We can choose-+ an adapted
filtration {O} = N 0 c N 1c c Nr = N with the property that
NjlNJ-l e; R/qj = R/q for i = 1, , s ~ r and NjlNj_1 e; R/qj for some prime
ideal qj with q s;; qj for i = s+1, , r. For every i = 1, ... ,s choose an
,-
irreducible polynomial gi E ~ \ q and let g = gl ..... gs' Then g fI. q since q is
prime, and g-N eNs eN and so by Step One we have hN = hN' RN = HN' ands s
14Thismaybe seenas follows.The primeidealq is an associatedprimeof N so thereis an
elementa E NwithAnn(a)= q.PutN1 = a'R. Then themapR -+ N1 is surjectiveand has
kemelq so N1/{O} 91 R/q. NowconsiderthequotientN/N1. Thiseitherhasq as an associated
prime,in whichcase the nextelementof the filtrationmaybe producedin the sameway,or
hasnot - inwhichcasewearedone,sinceall thequotientsabovethepoint reachedare of the
formR/q' for someq' withq~q'.
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HNs = HN. This means that we can assume without loss in generality that s = r and
so Qj = q = <0 for all i = 1, ... , r.
Choose elements ai E N with Ni = R·ai + Ni-t and q = {h E RI f-a, E Ni-t}
for each i. Denote by Ki: R Iq __. N i/Ni-t the usual isomorphism given by
Ki(h + q) = h-a,.
. Let x be a period with t5 I( x) n q :F I( x)·q. Since I( x) n q ::)I( x)·q this can
only occur if there is a polynomial h e (I(x) n q) \ I(x)-q , and this implies that one
of the irreducible factors of h lies in I( x) n q. But q = <0 for some irreducible
polynomial f so we must have f E I(x). This requires V 0:::(q) ::) V 0:::(1( x», and hence
Vo:::(q)n V o:::(l(x» :F ¢. By applying Lemma 11.2.4 we conclude that there is a
constant Lq such that I(x) n q = I(x)·q for all periods x with every xi ~ Lq.
Fix a period x with. each xi ~ Lq. We claim that Nj n l(x)·N = l(x)·Nj for
every i = 1, ... , r. In order to see this, assume that l(x)·Nj S; Nj n l(x)·N for some
j E {t, ... ,d. Then (Nj nl(x)'N)/(Nj_t + l(x)·Nj) :F {O} which means that we may
choose an x E (Nj n l(x)'N) \ (Nj-t + l(x)·Nj). Denote by t > j the smallest integer
with the property that x E l(x)·Nt. Then, by assumption, we can find Xt, ... , XsE Nt
and ft, ... , fs E I(x) with x = ft.xt + ... + fs'xs and {xl>"" xs} et Nt-t . The
isomorphism Kt: R/q __. Nt/Nt-t (h + q 1-+ h-a, + Nt-t) then lets us choose
gt, , gs E R with Yi = xi - giat E Nt-t for i = 1, ... , s. Since we are assuming
{Xt, , Xs}et Nt-t we must have {gt, ... , gs} et q, but
This means that ftgt + ... + fsgs E q n I(x) (since L.figi is in the kernel of Kt).
Now if ftgt + ... + fsgs E q.l(x) then there exist polynomials f't, ... , f's' E I( x)
d ' 'E 'than g t, ... , g s' q WI
15This is then a bad period in tenns of lifting periodic points (see Section 11.6). The situation
is this: we have a filtration of the fonn M::> N ::> {O}, and we would like to have
HM = HN+HM/N. It is clear that 1M/1M! = IN/{lMflN)1 x 1(M/N)/(IMlN)1 where we have
written I for 1(1t). Thus, if IMrlN = IN for all large periods, we get HM = HN + HM/N
immediatly.
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This contradicts the assumption that t is the least integer with x E I(x)-Nt, and it
therefore follows that f tgl + ... + fs gs E q n I( x) \ q.It x) which contradicts the
assumption that x is chosen to have q n l(x) = q.l(x).
Having verified that Ninl(x) = l(x)·Ni for all i = 1, ... , r and sufficiently
large periods x , we conclude that
for i = 1, ... ,,1,". Then
r r
IFix~(x)1 = IN/I(x)N I = IIN/(Ni_t+1(x)NI = IIN/(Ni_t+1(x)NiI
i= t i= t
By Lind, Schmidt and Ward [1] we know that hN = r·hR/q , from the above we have
HN = r·HR/q and RN = r·HR/q by Lemma II.2.5 and our hypothesis hR/q = HR/q
then gives
by Corollary II.2.8. 0
Step Three. Proof of Theorem II.3.4.
,.
Let M be a finitely generated R-module with hM < 00 and associated primes
{Pt, ... , Ps }. None of the associated primes are zero by the assumption on the
entropy. Choose a reduced primary decomposition ( see Section 1.3 ) of OM.That is a
collection of submodules Mt, ...• M s with M /~ Pi -primary for i = 1, ... , s
and 'Mt n ... nMs = {OJ.The map S: M -4 (M/Mt) e ... e (M/Ms) defined
by Sea) = (a + Mt, ... , a + Ms) is an injective homomorphism since the kernel is
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M1 n ... n Ms = {OJ.Write X = XM and Xi = XM/~ for i = 1, ... , s. Since S
is injective, the dual map 11 = S * : X t x . . . x X s ---+ X is surjective. Set
Y = ker(ll), and notice that y* is isomorphic to the cokemel of S. That is, if we
write N = S(M) c (M/Mt) ~ ... EB(M/Ms), then the duality results of Section 1.2
show that y* = K = «M/M1) EB... EB(M/Ms»/N. By the Addition Formula of
Lind, Schmidt and Ward [1] we have:
and we claim that hK = O.To see this, renumber the associated primes of M so that
Pi. ... , Pr are principal and Pr+1, ... , Ps are non-principal. Let a E M and put
ai = (0, ... ,0; a+Mi, 0, . :. ,0) E (M/M1) EB... EB(M/Ms). If i > r then the ideal
If E RI fk·ai E N for some k ~ t} contains Pi and is therefore non-principal. If i ~ r
then {f E RI fk·ai E N for some k ~ 1} contains Pi + I1j:FiPj and is again non-
principal since the associated primes are distinct. From this it follows at once that all
the associated primes of K are non-principal, and so we have hK = 0, and thus
Now by Step Two and the assumption we are making in Theorem II.3.4,
hM/~ = HM/~ for i = 1, ... , s. Also, since hK = 0, HK = 0 by Corollary II.2.8.
Then
which proves the theorem. 0
Theorem ll.l.S: Let M be any finitely generated R(d) - module with all of its
associated primes non-zero. Then hM = HM = HM.
Proof: We need to show the step (PI).{Otf{tI) and S (d) ===+ P Itf{a+l) in the scheme above
and men use induction.
The theorem holds for dimension one by Lemma II.3.2. Assume P'MotI{a) : the
theorem holds for dimension d. We need to show P uu-» So, let p be a prime ideal
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in R(d+l), and consider the system (X = XR/P' aR/P)' If p is not principal then
hR/P = H Rip = H Rip by Theorem II.1.9 and Corollary II.2.8. So assume that
p = <0 for some irreducible polynomial f E R(d+l)\{O}. Fix some rational prime
1t= 1td+l exceeding the degree of f and l~t X1t = {x E X I a(O, 0, ... , 0, 1t)(x) = x}
denote the subgroup of points with period 1t in the last direction, and let
y1t = .6.x(X1t). By defining a'n(x) = a(nl' ....nd.O)(x) for every n E Z d we induce an
action a' of Zd on X1t and by defining aL\(x) = a(nl,,, ..nd'O)(x) we induce an
action a6. on v".
Define the R(d) module M(1t) = SIBS' where Sand B are defined as
follows. Write f as fa + ud+lfl + ... + ud+lnfn with fie R(d) and fOfn -:/:0 -
multiply by so~e power o~ ud+l if needed. Let A E M1t(R(d)) be the 1tth circulant
matrix of f with respect to the variable ud+l, defined as follows:
fo fl
fl
fn
fnfo
fo fl f
A= fn fo fl £:4
fn fo
Set S = {(ho •... , h1t-l) E R(d)1t1 ha + ... + h1t-1 = O} ~ R(d)1t-l. This is an A-
invariant submodule of R(d)1t and we denote by B the restriction of A to S. We
then have:
(X1t,a/)~ (XR(d)1t/AR(d)1t,aR(d)1t/AR(d)1t)
and (Y1t, a6.) ~ (XM(1t),aM(1t»).
By the usual theory of circulants, we have:
and
where co is a primitive 1tth unit root. Notice that det(B) -:/:O. We include det(A)
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for interest only; the point of using /)., B and S is to avoid the need to use det(A)
which in many interesting examples is zero for all periods.
By assumption P?r{otf(tf), we have hM(1t)= HM(1t) = HM(1t). This, together with
Lemma II.3.3, implies that:
lim inf 1..HM(1t)1t--+oo1t
t t 1t-l
. . 1 f f IT 21rist 21risd k= 11minf - . .. log( f(e , ... , e .ro )) dst ... dSd
1t--+oo1t 0 0 k= t
.. t, I-1t-1
1 ~ f f 21rist 21risd k= liminf- £.J ... loglf(e , ... ,e .ro )Idst· .. dsd
1t--+oo1t k= I 0 0
I I
f f 21rist 21risd+t= ... log lf(e , ... ,e )ldsl .. ·dsd+1 = hMo 0
by Lind, Schmidt and Ward [1]. Now Lemma 11.2.5 and the induction hypothesis
show that:
lim inf 1..HM(1t)= liminf 1..~(1t) = liminf 1 log IFix~1t)1 = HM.1t--+oo1t 1t--+oo1t ~oo 1t1·.. 1td+1
The last two equalities show P U(tf+l) : hM = HM = HM. By Theorem II.3.4 we
conclude P Motf(tf+l) as required. 0
The above proof can be slightly shortened by applying Lemma II.3.3 to the
1 x 1 matrix [fl.We have chosen not to do this in order to illuminate the relationship
between the properties of circulants and the Riemann approximations.
For expansive actions the results of this section will appear in Lind, Schmidt and
Ward [1]. Expansiveness considerably simplifies the situation. In particular, the
growth rate of periodic points sequence converges along any sequence of periods that
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has fundamental regions forming a Felner sequence.
§4: Examples and Remarks
In this section we give some explicit values for the topological entropy of some
simple low-dimensional systems, and compute directly the growth rate of periodic
points for a few of the examples. Many more examples are described in Lind,
Schmidt and Ward [1].
Examples 11.4.1: Using the formula for the topological entropy of the system
(X<f)' Zd) given in Lind, Schmidt and Ward [1] we have the following.
(i) Let f(x, y) = 1+ x + y. Then (quoted in Boyd [1], due to Smyth [2]):
r:; 00
3-./;) x(n)
htop(X<f» =""'4it L -2- wherex(n)=O, 1,-1 as n=O, 1,2 mod 3.
n=l n
(ii) Let f(x, y, z) = 1+ x +y + z. Then (quoted in Boyd [1], due to Smyth [2]):
(iii) Let16 f(x, y) = x2 - y2 + xy + 3x - y + 1.Then (Smyth [2]):
(iv) Let f(ul"'" u<J} be a finite product of monomials un (units in R) and
polynomials of the form <p(un) where <p is cyclotomic. Then (and only then) the
topological entropy is zero!". (see Smyth [1], Boyd [2]).
ltYrbis example is one of a certain class of polynomials in several variables considered in
Smyth [2] whose Mahler measure is an algebraic number (recall the entropy is the logarithm
of the Mahler measure). For polynomials in one variable over the integers this is always the
case by Jensen's formula. For general polynomials over the integers it is not known when the
logarithmic Mahler measure is of this form. .
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(v) (Two dimensional Abramov 18 system) Let f(x, y) = a + bx + cy. Then if
V(f) does not contain any joint unit roots:
(vi) Let f(x, y) = y - g(x) and assume that Ig(z)1= 1 has no roots of unit
modulus (this means the corresponding 7L? action is expansive and by Kronecker's
theorem in Kronecker [1] we must have Ig(z)l> 1 for all z with Izi= 1).Then:
where d is the leading coefficient of g and {,,) are the roots of g(z) = O. The
expansiveness condition is essential here. By Jensen's formula:
111
_2 J J 21tis 21tit J 21tithtop(X<y_g(x»,7L) = log Ie -g(e )Idsdt = maxlog{l,g(e )} dt
o 0 0
1
Now by the expansiveness condition and Kronecker, this is just J log Ig(e21tit)1dt
o
which is Yuzvinskii's formula by Jensen's formula again.
For the last two examples above we directly compute the growth rate of periodic
points.
Examples 11.4.2: Using the elimination method we calculate the periodic points in
X<t).-------
17This is an extension due to Boyd and Smyth of Kronecker's classical theorem Kronecker
[1]: if Q(z) is a monic polynomial with integer coefficients, Q(O)IO and all the roots of
Q(z)=O lie in Iz 11z~t} then they are all roots of unity.
18For the one-dimensional case f(x)=a+bx, with a. b coprime Abramov [1] computed the
topological entropy htop(X<a+bx~ = log max {IaI,IbIl.
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(i) Let f(x, y) = a + bx + cy. Then the subgroup of points of period m in the y
direction is the solenoid defined by the polynomial fm(x) = (cx+aj'" - (-b)m. The
number of points of period n in this one-dimensional system is given by:
The growth rate of this quantity is log max Ilal, lbl, lei} so long as there are no joint
unit roots.
(ii) Let f(x, y) = y - g(x). Let the leading coefficient of g be d and let the roots
of g(z) = 1 be {Ai}i=l, ... ,v' To find the points of period (n.m), eliminate y from
the pair of polynomials {1 - ym, f(x, yj}. This gives the polynomial [g(x)]m - 1. The
zeros of this polynomial are {e27tij/mAiIj=l, ... , m; i==l , •.. , v} (since Ig(z)l- 1
has no zeros of modulus one) and so the points of period n in the solenoid defined by
gm - 1 number:
V m V
IFix(n,m)1= Idiomx IT ITle 27tijo/mA~-11 = Idiomx ITIA~m -11
i=l j=l i=l
The growth rate of this is then the Yuzvinskii formula:
Remark II.4.3: From Example IT.4.1 (i) above, we have the limit formula along some
subsequence:
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2n
lim 1 2 log III(1+e21rij/(2n+l»(2n+l) - 11 =
11-+00 (2n+ 1) j=0
which this chapter interprets as a Riemann sum.
Remark 11.4.4: Theorem II.3.5 holds for actions of Zd by homeomorphisms of a
compact metric space X when the action is expansive and has strong specification in
the sense of Ruelle [1]. The one-dimensional case of this statement can be found in
Denker, Grillenberger and Sigmund [1], Chapter 22 and in Bowen [4]. The problem
with this approach is twofold: firstly, the problem of deciding whether a given Zd
action has strong specification is open even for simple examples, and, secondly, many
systems cannot have strong specification because strong specification implies mixing
of all orders.
As an application of Theorem II.3.5 we isolate the following result. This result
is included because it is an entropy computation that is easily done using periodic
points and is more difficult to do directly.
Theorem II.4.S: For any matrix A E Mn(R(d», the dynamical system (XM, aM)
where M = R(d)n / A·R(d)n has entropy given by:
1 1I f 21rist 21risdh(aM) = ... 10gldet(A)(e , ... , e ) IdS1... dSdo 0
if det(A) :I 0 and h(aM) = 00 if det(A) = O.
Proof: The first formula is an immediate corollary of Theorem 11.3.5 and Lemma
11.3.3. If det(A) = 0 then there is a non zero vector v E R(d)n with f·v rI. A ·R(d)n
for every f E R(d) \ {O}. But this means that v + A'R(d)n E M has annihilator {O}
so M has {O} as an associated prime, and hM ;: 00 by Lind, Schmidt and Ward
[1]. 0
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§s: Cohomology and Periodic Points
In this section we explain some of the difficulties encountered with periodic
. -
points (see Step Two of Theorem 11.3.4) in terms of a cohomology group associated
to the period, and show that the error involved in assuming that all periodic points can
be lifted arises from a certain subgroup of the first cohomology group of the action on
the subsystem determined by the quotient module. This identifies elements of an
abelian group that are obstructions to the lifting of periodic points. This does not help
to get round the difficulties but provides a convenient framework for describing them.
Recall the problem of lifting periodic points: we start with a short exact sequence of
R-modules O~" N --+ M --+ L --+ 0 (arising from the filtration M ::::> N ::::> {O}
of M, and writing L for the quotient module M/N). Dual to this 19 there is the
short exact sequence 0 --+ XL --+ XM --+ XN --+ 0 of Z d actions. We wish to
factor out by the submodules giving the points with rectangular period 1, namely
J(I)P = < 1-UtI1, .... , l-Ud~>P, where P is any of the modules L, M, and N. This
produces a sequence that is no longer exact, and so we cannot conclude that
IM/J(I)M1 = IN/J(l)Nl x IL/J(l)LI, or, dually, that IFixM(l)1= IFixN(l)1x IFixL(l)1 . In
this section we will put this problem in a slightly different framework.
Fix the rectangular period 1 throughout this section, and consider the exact
sequence arising from the filtration M:::>N :::>{OJ of M:
Define the subgroup T = I'(l) of Zd
F(I) = Z.ltet + ... + Z.lded'
defined by this period:
Definition II.?1: Let A be a finitely generated R module. A 1-cocycle (or
crossed homomorphism) for XA with respect to r = T(I) is a (Borel) measurable
map o.F -+ XA with the property that cr(n + m) = cr(n) +Tncr(m) for all n and m
in r. The collection of all the l-cocycles forms an abelian group, called ztrr, XA)'
1~ecall that the dual of a homomorphism e:G --+ H is a homomorphism e* :H* --+ G*. The
map e is injective (surjective) if and only if the dualB" is surjective (injective). Furthermore,
if there is a short exact sequence of the form 0 --+ H --+ G --+ G/H --+ 0 then the dual is
O._ H* ._ G* ._ (G/H)* ._ 0 which is also short exact since (G/H)* 2! Hlc G* and
G*/Hlii11H*.
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For each point x E XA,we have a l-cocycle O'x defined by 0' x(n) = TnX- x. It is
clear that this is a l-cocycle since
The set {O'x Ix E XA} forms a subgroup of zirr, XA), denoted by B l(r, XA).
These are the l-coboundaries, and the equivalence relation on zirr, XA) defined by
this subgroup is that of being (1)-cohomoJogous. The first cohomology group of XA
with respect to T is defined to be the group of cohomology classes of cocycles:
Hl(r, XA) = zirr; XA) / B1(r, XA).
Proposition n.S.2: If 0 --+ XL--+ XM--+ XN--+ 0 is an exact sequence of R-
modules, then 0 --+ Fixdl) --+ FixM(l) --+ FixN(l) is also exact but the last map
is not in general surjective. However, we have an exact sequence:
Proof: The first observation is clear: simply restrict the maps to the points of period
1. Denote by i and 1t the given monomorphism XL --+ XM and epimorphism
XM--+ XN (and their restrictions to points of period I) respectively. Identify XL
with its image i(Xd so that i becomes an inclusion. We construct a homomorphism
0: FixN(l)~ H1(r(I), Xd as follows. Given x E FixN(I), choose y E XM with
1t(y)= x, and define the map O'y: I'-+ XL by O'y(n) = TnY- y. Notice that this does
map into XL since 1t(TnY - y) = T nX - x = 0 for all n E T, and so
TnY- YE kernelot) = XL. Associate to x E FixN(l) the cohomology class
o(x) = O'y +B1(r, Xd. The map 0 is well defined because if z is another element
of XM with 1t(z) = 1t(y) = x then the cocyc1es O'z and 0' y differ only by the
cocyc1e O'(z~y) which is a coboundary because z - y E L. To see the exactness at
FixN(l), let o(x) = O.This means that for any y E XM with 1t(y)= x, the cocycle 0'y
is a coboundary, so there is an element z E XL with 0' yCn) = O'z(n) for all n E I',
which means that TnY- Y= TnZ- Z for all ne I", so the point (y - z) has period 1.
Thus (y - z) E FixM(l) has 1t(y - z) = x and kerneltb) c imagem), The reverse
inclusion is clear: if x E FixM(l) then O'x = 01t(x) is the zero element because
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O"x(n) = TnX - x = 0 for all n E r. 0
Corollary 11.5.3: Assuming that the system XM has only finitely many points of
period 1,we have:
and therefore:
Proof: Since we are assuming that everything is finite, Lemma 1.2.1 may be applied.
In order to see the relationship, notice that (with the notation of Proposition II.S.2)
IFixM(l)1= IFixL<l)1x bt(FixM(l))1 = IFixL<l)1x Ikemel(8)1
= IFixL(1)1x IFixN(1)1/ limage(8)1 = IFixL(I)1x IFixN(1)1/18(FixN(1)1
by exactness. The result follows since 1 s 18(FixN(1))1s IH1(r, Xdl. 0
Many of the problems encountered in Section 11.3 can now be summed up in a
single question: how big is 8(FixN(I)? The results of Section 11.3 show that this group
is small in that the growth rate of 18(FixN(1))1is zero.
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§1: Topological Entropy and Algebraic Entropy
In this section we introduce the notion of algebraic entropy for Zd actions on
discrete abelian groups. This was introduced for Z actions on torsion groups by Weiss
[1], who showed that the algebraic entropy of an automorphism of an abelian torsion
group is equal to the topological entropy of the dual automorphism of the (zero-
dimensional) dual group. Justin Peters [1] showed that the algebraic entropy of an
automorphism 'ex. of any discrete abelian group r is equal to the topological entropy
of the dual automorphism ex.* acting on the compact abelian dual group r*. We show
that the same result holds for Zd actions. The method is identical to that of Peters. This
means that the topological entropy of a system (XM, Zd) can be expressed in four
distinct ways: directly as in Definition 11.1.3, locally as in Definition 11.1.4, via periodic
points as in Theorem 11.4.5 and algebraically as below. The description using periodic
points is also purely algebraic: the growth rate of periodic points is equal to the growth
rate of the cardinality of certain factor groups of the module M. It would therefore be
nice to have a direct algebraic demonstration that the algebraic entropy coincides with
the growth rate of periodic points. Algebraic entropy will be defined with respect to a
given Felner sequence in the acting group.
Definition 111.1.1:Let r be a discrete abelian group carrying a Zd action defined
by the map S: Zd---+ Aut(r). Given a Felner sequence Fn in Zd and a finite set
E c I', let Fn(E) denote the set +S6F S-l(E). Define, analogously to equation (4) in
n
Peters [1], the algebraic entropy of the action S to be:
halg(r) = sup lim sup I: 1log IFn(E)1
E IHOO n
The' supremum is taken over all finite sets. We write halg(r) because the actions we
are interested in are determined by the groups on which they act.
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As pointed out by Peters, this expression measures the amount of expansiveness
at infinity in Zd, while the local expression Bow(X = r*) with T = S* measures the
degree of expansiveness of the dual action at the identity. It is therefore reasonable to
regard these two expressions as dual and this is the content of Theorem m.1.2 below.
Theorem 111.1.2: halg(r) = Bow(X), where we have taken X = r* and the action
T on X to be the dual of the action S on r.
The proof of this result depends on rewriting halg(r) and Bow(X) in a form that
makes the duality clear.
A function (p on a locally compact group G is said to be positive definite if for
any collections (xnh, ...,N in G and (cn)l, ...,N in c , LL <p(xn-xm)cmcn ~ O. If
m n
<p is a positive definite function then (see Reiter [1], IV.4.6) for any x e G,
1<p(x)1S <p(lG).
If G is a locally compact group, let P(G) denote the space of continuous
positive definite functions on G. Let Ll(G)+ denote the set of non-negative
integrable functions on G. We recall the Fourier Inversion Theorem (see Hewitt and
Ross [1] ):-
* 1 + * 1 *+{<pI <peP(G)nL (G) } = peG )nL (G )
where G* is the Pontryagin dual of G. Recall the notation in Definition II.l.4.
Define the quantity hl(X) as follows:-
1 -1 -IFni fITh (X) = sup lim sup 1FJ log [(<p(1)) (<pT)(y)dJl(Y)]
<p 11-+00 n X Fn
where the supremum is taken over all functions <pin P(X) n Ll(X)+.
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Lemma 111.1.3: Bow(X) = h1(X)
Proof: Given any compact neighbourhood. U of 1 E X, there is a function cp in
P(X) (l L1(X)+ with Support(cp) c U. Then, since positive definite functions attain
their maxima at the identity, cp~ cp(1)xXu. Notice that XTU= XuT-t so this means that
cpT~ cp(l) x XuT. The prod.uct over Fn will satisfy the same inequality so:-
and hence ht(X);;:: Bow(X), since m(XuT)(y)d~(y) = ~(nT-1U).
For the reverse inequality, given any cpE P(X) (l Lt(X)+ and e> 0, let V be the set
{x E X I (l+e)cp(x) ;;::cp(1)}. Then V is a compact neighbourhood of 1 by continuity
and:-
which implies that h1(X) ~ Bow(X) + 10g(1+e) and so h1(X) = Bow(X). 0
Lemma 111.1.4: For any family (An) of symmetric subsets of r, indexed by
n E F, some finite subset of Zd, and any integer r> 0:-
* (XA * XA )(0)
neF n n
Proof of first inequality. Write *, L and IT to mean *neF' LneF and ITneF.
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Claim that (*XAn)(x) is the number of IFI-tuples (Yn)neF with x = LF Yn' This
can be seen by an induction argument on 1F1.If IFI= 1 then it is clear, so we assume
that it is true for any F with IFI< N. Let F = F'u{m) say. Consider the following
expression:-
*XA (x) = f * XA (y) x XA (x-y)dlyl (*)
n t neF' n m
Notice that for a given y, X~ (x-y) is 1 if and only if there is a Ym in Am with
x = y + Ym' Also,. *neF'X~ (y) is 0 if y ¢. LF.An and is the number of IF'I-
tuples summing to y if YE LF.An by the induction assumption. So (*) is the number
of 1F1-tuples summing to x as required.
Now IL(2An)1 is the number of distinct points of the form x = L(Yn+y'n);
fIIAnl2 is the total number of 2lFI-tuples [(xn, Yn)]neF with xn' YnE An' Thus:-
sup * (XA * XA )(x)
xeR/I n n
Now notice that each An is symmetric so by a standard argument, * (XAn*XAn) is a
positive definite function and hence achieves its maximum at x = O. This therefore
gives the first inequality.
Proof of second inequality. Set EF = { (Yn' y'n) I n E F, Yn' y'n E rAn and
L(Yn+y'n) = 0 I. For each x E L(2An) there are at least IEFI 2lFI-tuples in
fI[(r+1)An x (r+1)An1 that sum to x. So we have:-
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To complete the second inequality notice that, just as in the first inequality,
IE~= * (XrAn*XrAn)(O). 0
We now define the following three quantities:-
-t t *h1(X) = sup lim sup [-IP Ilog( I I (X -1 * X -1 )(0»1
A n-scc n 2Fn SAS A
IAI
where the supremu_mis taken over all finite and symmetric sets A c r.
where the supremum is taken over all functions <pE P(r) n COO(r)+ (COO(r)+ is the
space of all non-negative functions on r with finite support).
-t J -IFni
h3(X) = sup lim sup {rr:-TpI log {( <p) *(<pS)(O)}}cp n-seo It'nl
where the supremum is taken over all functions <pE p(r) n L1(r)+.
Proof: We divide the proof into three steps. Write *, L and IT to mean *neF '• n
LneF and ITneF when the value of n is clear from the context.n n
Step One: Claim that h1(X) = halg(r).
Proof: Let An = S_nA in Lemma III.t.4. Prom the first inequality of In.t.4, we get:-
-1 -21Fnl . 1 ~ -11FJ log [ IAI * (X -1 * X -1 )(0) 1 S; 1FJ log I"",S (2A)1
n SAS A n
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and so h1(X) s halg(X). From the second inequality of 111.1.4:-
1 ~ -1 -1 -21Fnl l(r+1)AI
iFT log ILJS (2A)1 s iFT log [lrAI *(X -1 * X -1 )(0) 1+ 2log I AI
n n S (rA) S (rA) r
Thus we will have shown the claim if I(r+1)Al/lrAI converges to 1 as r goes to
infinity. To see this, consider two cases separately.
Torsion free case. Suppose that A = {O, ±a1' ... ,±as} is independent and
s s
torsion free. Then' rA = { L!iai I riE land Llril :S;; r} and the limit is clearly 1.
i..1 i..1
General easel. A c r an arbitrary finite subset. Let «A» be the subgroup
generated by A, and express «A» as a finite direct sum of cyclic subgroups. Let G
be a set containing a generator for each of the cyclic subgroups and write
G = Gtor U Goo,where Gtor is the subset of elements with finite order and Goo the
subset of elements with infinite order.
Set p = II Order(x), Ator = Gtoru -Gtoru {OJ and Aoo= Goou -Goou {O}.xEGtor
There is an integer p' such that A c p/(AtoruAoo). Let q = maxip, Ip'l} and assume
without loss of generality (since entropy is computed over an increasing limit) that
A = q(AtoruAoo)'
Now for any r> q:-
l(r+1)AI
IrAI
pl(r+1)qAool
pl(r-p )qAool
since Ie + DI = lei )( IDI if e and D are independent. The last expression above
converges to 1 by the torsion free case so h1(X) ~ halg(X) and therefore
h1ex) = halg(X). Step one is completed.
1This case is includedbecause this section applies to an action on any compact abelian
group.For the systemsconsideredin Chapter2 this problemcan be avoidedas follows.If
R/I has torsionthen the generatorsof I have a non-trivial constantcommonfactor, say s,
and it canbe shownthathalg(XI)= halg(X(I/sY+ log s. ThegroupR/(I/s) is torsionfree...
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Step Two: Claim that h2(X) = hl (X)
Proof: If A c r is finite we have XS-lA*XS-lA = (XA*XA)S. So hl (X) s h2(X)
since in computing h1 we are taking the supremum over the subset of
p(r) (")Coo(r)+ given by functions of the form XA*XA for A finite and symmetric.
Let cpE Ptl") (")Coo(r)+ have support given by A, and let Xn = XIS-lA. Notice that
Support(*(cpS» c IS-lA so we have:-
(Integration is over I"). So we have the estimate:-
and hence h2(X):S; halg(X). But we have already shown that halg(X) = h1(X) so
h2(X) :s; hl (X) and step two is completed,
Step three: Claim that h3(X) = h2(X)
Proof: It is clear from the inclusion COO(G)+c Ll(G)+ that h2(X):S; h3(X).
Notice that:-
so that:-
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J -IF I f -IF I[<p*<pl nx (*(<pS*<pS»(O) s [<pl n x (*<pS)(O)
which gives the alternative description:-
In the definition of h3 we can assume that <p lies in the unit ball of L1 so that
JI<p(y)ldlyl= 1 and <pE Ptl"). Given such a <p and any E> 0, choose f E COO(r)+
with 0 ~ f ~ <p: fC-x) = f(x)? (complex conjugate) and IIf-<plll< E/2. Then f * f is
positive definite, 0 ~ f * f ~ <p* <p,and
Ilf* f - <p* <pll~ IIf* f - f * <pll+ IIf* <p- <p* <pll
~ 1It11x IIf - <pll+ 1I<p1lx IIf-<p1l
<E
since 1It11~ 1I<p1l= 1 by assumption. Putting 'If = f * f we have 'If E P(r) nCOO(r)+
and 0 ~J <p*<p- J '" s E, so:-
1 f -IFni 1 f
I; I log [( 'JI) (*(<pS»(O) 1 ~ I; I log [*(<pS*<pS)l(O) + log '"
n n
and since J '" ~ (1-E) we have h2(X) = h3(X). This is the third step and we conclude
that halg(X) = h3(X). 0
We now apply-the Fourier Inversion Theorem and observe that the expressions h1 and
h3 in Lemma III.1.3 and III.1.5 for Bow(X) and halg(X) respectively are dual to
each other to conclude that halg<r) = Bow(X). This is Theorem III.1.2. 0
Proof: This is all shown above; halg(M) ..= Bow(XM) by Theorem III.1.2 ~nd
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To illustrate Corollary III.l.6 we compute the algebraic entropy of a very simple
casedirectly_.
Example 111.1.7: Consider the two-dimensional action defined by the constant
polynomial s. It is easy to see that the topological entropy is log s directly; there are
snffipoints of period (n,m) in X<S) so the growth rate of periodic points along a
rectangular Felner sequence is log s. To compute the algebraic entropy, write the
2
elements of R/<s) ~ (71../s71..l· in the form of functions q: 71..2---+ 71../s71...Define the
finite cylinder set:
Ek = {q E R/<s)lq(i,j) = 0 if lil o k or Ijl>k}.
Choose the sequence Fn = (l-n, nl n 71..)2.Then:
Fn(l\) = {qER/<s> I q(ij)=O if libk+n or [ib-k+n}
and so IFn(Ek)1= s(2(k+n)+1)2.The algebraic entropy for the set Ek is then:
2
h (R F_) u 1 1 IF (E )1 u 1 1 (2(k+n)+1) 1alg I<s), le = ImiFT og n k = im 2 og s = og S
11-+00 n 11-+00 (2n+ 1)
for all k. Thus (since the orbits under the action of Ek eventually covers everything we
have an analogue of the Kolmogorov-Sinai theorem) the algebraic entropy is log s.
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§1: Group actions and C functions
In this section we define zeta functions for expansive higher dimensional actions.
There is an immediate difficulty because there is only one truly canonical way to define
the zeta function and the resulting function turns out to be intractable even in the
simplest cases. We will define zeta functions with respect to two different sets of
possible periods nr and nm and compare them.
In orde~ to avoid a great deal of complication we state and prove the results for
expansive elements of [a(a). This means that the growth rate of periodic points is
determined by a convergent sequence along any Felner sequence of periods (see Lind,
Schmidt and Ward [1]). Throughout, write h for the global topological entropy.
Given Theorem 11.3.5 it would be good to have the smallest real pole of the zeta
functions at exp( -h). This will be shown for functions closely related to the zeta
functions but does not happen in general. However, the original zeta function does have
the property that exp( -h) is a cluster point of the other poles. The other poles
correspond to subsystems of lower dimension and arise because there are sequences of
periods that are not Felner.
We begin with a one-dimensional example as in Chapter II.
Example IV.1.1: For the case d = 1, the zeta function is the usual one for each of
the sets a, and nm. That is:-
00 n
~(s) = exp LJFix(n)lx :
n.. l
See section 1.4 of Smale [1]. Let the ideal defining the system be as in Lemma 11.4.2:
p = <f). By using the calculation there of IFix(n)1 we deduce that:-
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Notice that the least real pole of ~ is at
-1D -1f A.n 1
I >1
which is at exp( -h) by Yuzvinskii. This zeta function is rational which does not occur
in higher dimensions, despite the obvious finite determinacy of the systems.
Definition IV.l.2: A point x E Xp is said to be periodic if its stabiliser group H,
has finite index in Zd. Hx is defined by {n E Zd I (lnX = x }. A period for x, 1t(x), is
any fundamental region for Hx in Zd. The size of the period, which will be written as
11t(x)1= IOrbit(x)1 is defined to be IZd/Hxl. These ideas were used by the late H.
Michel in the study of higher dimensional subshifts of finite type, see Michel [1].
Given a countable collection of periods °c IP(Zd) each of which tiles the group
Zd we define the zeta function of the action of Zd with respect to the set ° by:-
00 n
~n(t) = exp l!Fixn(n)lx ~
n=1
where Fixn(n) is the set of all periodic points that repeat the pattern defined by an
element of ° whose d-dimensional volume is n.
The two possibilities for the set ° that we consider are:-
(i) 'Rectangular' zeta functions/periods:-
d
Or = { IT[O,nilnZd IniEIW}
i=1
(ii) All periods:-
Om = {fundamental regions that tile Zd}
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Notice that nr c nm, so that for t real and positive, ~r(t) ~ ~m(t).Also if d= 1 then
n, = nm so that ~r= ~m as mentioned in Example N .1.1. H. Michel [1] considered
zeta functions of type (2). and used them to deduce asymptotic formulae for the
distribution of closed orbits in higher-dimensional subshifts of finite type.
We now evaluate ~r for the simplest situation - that of the full shift on s
symbols in two dimensions, as considered for instance in Example III.1.7.
Example IV.1.3: Let p = <s) and d = 2. Then IFix(n, m)1= snm. The set of
periods in nr with size n is given by the set of pairs (a, b) with a·b = n. The
number of such pairs is 1~(n)1 = d(n), the number of divisors of n. The rectangular
zeta function is then given by:-
00 n
~r(t) = expL~)(LI{points with period S}I
n=1 Isl=n,SeOr
00 n
" (st)= exp ~d(n))(-n-
n=1
In order to look at this more closely, consider (within the radius of convergence) the
associated function ~(t) = ~'(t)/~(t). In our case, ~(t) can be expanded as a Lambert
series (see Theorem 310 in Hardy and Wright [1]):-
00 00
" n" n n-1~r(t) = ~d(n))«st) = ~(st) (1 - (st) )
n=1 n=1
Remark IV.l.4: Since the number of triples (a, b, c) with a-b-c = n, d3(n), is
given by;-
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with similar formulae in higher dimensions, we can deduce that for the full d-
dimensional shift on s symbols:-
and r (t) = _1_ if d = 1
~ 1-st
In all cases there is a pole at exp(-h). Any system for which IFix(n)1is an exponential
function of (nt x ... x nd) alone will also have ~(t) expandable as a Lambert series in
the same way. For most ideals p however this does not happen - typically we will
have IFix(n,m)1:/:IFix(m,n)1 if m :/:n.
When we consider ~m there is an immediate problem. The number of elements
of Om with given size n does not have any kind of generating function of the kind
used above for d(n). There are estimates which show that this number grows slowly
(polynomially) and therefore the additional terms in ~m will not affect convergence
properties. Thus, ~m and ~r will have the same poles.
Remark IV.I.S: The number of subgroups of Zd (d ~ 2) with index n, IOm(n)l,
has the estimate:-
d log d
IOm(n)1S (d-1)x(I -1+n)xn x(d!)
SeeMichel [1].This shows that for d > 1, the zeta function will not be rational even for
the full shift on s symbols, since it is easy to show that eXPL~(sn/n) is rational if
and only if there exist complex numbers (li' f3i such that:-
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Notice that for d = 1 we have this relation with <Xl = I, 1=1 and k=O, where ~ is the
number of subgroups of 7L with index n.
§2: Poles and Product Formulse
In order to prove the weak result about poles of the zeta functions we make the
following definition of a restricted function which avoids certain bad periods. In this
context, the periods we need to avoid are those that are uniformly flat but arbitrarily
large like {[O, 1] x [0, nl }ne!N:it is possible that some arithmetic weighting (dependent
on den)) could be given to these periods to compensate sufficiently for this.
Definition IV.2.1: Given e > 0 define the set ne to be the set of rectangular
periods which are not too flat in any variable:-
Further, let ~e(s) = ~ne(s) in the notation of Definition IV.1.2 be the corresponding
zeta function.
Lemma IV.2.2: For an expansive system CXp, 7Ld) (where V(P) has no unit
roots), the following holds.
(1) The zeta functions ~r' ~m and ~e for any e E (0, 1) each have a pole at
exp( -~). Within the disk {z E a: Ilzl < exp( -~) }, ~e is given by an absolutely
convergent power series.
(2) If P r. 7L = p7L for some p i= 0 then ~r and ~m are given by absolutely
convergent series on the disk {z E a: Ilzl< Illpl }.
(3) If d =. 1 then ~r' ~m and ~e for any e E (0, 1) are analytic in the disk
{ z E a: Ilzl < exp( -~) I. For d » 1 ~r and ~m may have poles within this disk.
Proof:
(1). To see that each of the zeta functions has a pole at exp( - hp)' consider a subset of
the terms along a F!1S1nersequence and use Theorem II.3.5. Any sequence in ne is a
Felner sequence, for which we have Theorem II.3.5. This means that any limit point of..
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the sequence ~ (where nm is a sequence of periods in ne) defined by:
is equal to exp( -hp)' So the radius of convergence of the series defining ~e is equal
to this value.
(2) This follows the result of Michel on higher-dimensional subshifts of finite type
exactly. The d = 1 case is clear. Consider ~m first. We can crudely bound the number
of points wi~ period n by:
"" "" n n d logdIFix(n)1s £..i IFix(A)1 s £..i Ipl s Ipl (d-1)x(I-1+n)xn xed!)
d d
[Z :Al=n [Z :Al=n
(where we are summing over all the distinct subgroups of index n) from which it is
clear that the radius of convergence is bounded by 1IIpi. By the inclusion Or c nm it
is clear that the same is true of ~r'
(3) The d = 1 statement is an immediate corollary of Lemma II.4.2. To see that there
may be additional poles if d > 1, consider the following example. Let p = <1+x+5y).
Then we have (Examples II.5.1 (vj) exp(-hp) = 1/5. However, an easy calculation
shows that IFix(n,1)1 = 6n_(_1)n. So, at s = 116, the series LIFix(n,1)lsn/n
diverges. This shows that the series for either of the zeta functions also diverges since
all the coefficients are real and positive. Notice that the sequence of periods used here
does not lie in ne for any e > O.0
The following lemmas extend the above by explaining how some of the additional
poles in ~r arise from lower-dimensional entropies of lower-dimensional systems.
For the purposes of Lemma IV.2.3 and Corollary IV.2.4, let ~ denote either ~m or
~r'
Lemma IV.2.3: Given any pair (m., j) where me ld-e with 0 < e < d and j is
an injective map from {t, 2, ... .d-el into {t, 2, ... ,d} there is a well defined le
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action (Xv(mj)' 71.1 where Xv(mj) is the subgroup of points in X with period mi
in the direction ej(i) for i = 1, ... , d-e. Let the e-dimensional entropy of this
subsystem be written h(Xv(mj)' 71.1.Then there is a pole of the zeta function of
(X, 71.d)at the Imt x ... x ffid_elth root of h(Xv(mj)' 71.e)for any (m, j).
Proof: As usual, for s given by a positive real all the terms in the series defining the
zeta function are positive so it is sufficient to look along a Felner sequence {Fn} in
71.e.Along this sequence the growth rate of periodic points is h(Xv(mj)' 71.e)and the
series has general term: slFnlxlmtx...md_elx IFix(Fn, Xv(mj»1 from which it is clear that
there is a pole at the Imtx ... xmd-el th root of h(Xv(mj),71.e) for any (m, j). 0
Corollary IV.2.4: Write P for the set of poles of ~ other than exp( -h). Then if
P (J IR is non -empty t, exp( - h) is contained in the closure of P (J IR.
Proof: This follows from the above result and the proof of Theorem II.3.5 where the
dimension is reduced by one. A calculation similar to that performed there (identical but
notationally hard) will show this; the only possible problem is the possible presence of
points in the intersection of yep) with the d-torus. These do not occur by assumption.
o
For the special case2 d = 2, the additional poles described in Lemma IV.2.3
will be of finite order (as in Example IV.1.1). The pole at exp(-h) is essential so if
P (J IR is not empty the zeta function has a sequence of poles each of finite order
converging to a pole of infinite order. This can be seen in the examples below. We
combine the above observations in the form of the following lemma. Notice that this
lemma has nothing to do with the groups under consideration and is inherent to the
rectangular zeta function. It allows the rectangular zeta function to be computed
inductively as long as the zeta functions of the one dimensional subsystems can be
tThe only exampleswith PnlR empty that we have found are the systemsdetermined by
constants (the full shifts in higher dimensions)and those with zero entropy, see Lemma
111.3.1. We conjecturethat theseare the only such systemsif <1>1. Even in thesecases, there
are sequencesof complexpoles(whosevaluesare of the form exp(-h)xunitroots) converging
to exp(-h). However,obtainingexp(-h) as a limit of numbersall with the samemodulusis
not interestingfroma dynamicalpoint of view - it is merelya quirkof the formalism,
2Por <1>2 there may be poles of finite order corresponding to one-dimensional
subsystems. However, this cannot be guaranteed since the possible one-dimensional
entropiesmay alsobe entropiesof two-dimensionalsystems,in whichcase theywill appear
as essentialsingularities.
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computed.
Lemma IV.2.S: Consider the rectangular- zeta function of a system (X, Zd).
Write ~(t, Xv(mj)' e) for the e-dimensional zeta function of the subsystem
(X~(mj)' Z1. Then we can describe the zeta function as a product:
IT ml···mdoe~(t, X) = ~(t , Xv(mj)' e)
doeme7/. .Oce-cd.]
Proof: Sim~~ynote that we consider all the periods in the expression on the right
hand side. Taking logs, the coefficient (writelnl (~) for the coefficient of sn in ~) of sn
on the right hand side is:
which is the coefficient in the left hand side. 0
In order to study these higher-dimensional functions at all systematically
relations of a functional type would be needed. We have found none of these, but the
following Lemma gives one of several trivial relations. Write ~(s, f, d) for the zeta
function of (X], Zd).
Lemma IV.2.6: For either of the functions ~r' ~m and for any n E IN we have the
relation ~(ns, f, d) = ~(s, nf, d).
Proof: This follows immediatly from the observation that for any period A cOm,
we have IFixA(X<nt» = nlA!x IFixA(X<f». To see this, notice that the system
d
(X<nt),Zd) is algebraically conjugate to «Z/nZ)Z x (X<t), Zd». 0
3A similar property holds for ~m. The zeta function coincides with the product over
suitably weighted zeta functions for all the lower dimensional systems defined by a
periodicity in some lattice.
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Computing some non-trivial examples of zeta functions in closed form would
also help. Lemma IV.2.3 shows that the zeta functions must be fairly complicated
except in the exceptional case where all the subsystem entropies coincide. The
following examples are highly restricted in that the defining polynomial involves either
only one of the variables or is a constant. They exhibit some of the properties described
in Lemma IV.2.2, Lemma IV.2.3 and Corollary IV.2A. Example (i) has poles at the
27tik/n
points A ,le = e for k= 1 to n and any n E IN.The subset of poles determined
n ~3\(_1)n
by k = 0 converge to the value 1/3, which is exp(-h). Example (ii)has the property
that the subsystems are all products of k-shifts; thus all the possible weighted entropies
coincide and the set Pn IR is empty. There are poles at (e21tij/n)/k for all n and j.
Example (iii) illustrates a relation between the zeta functions of the full k shift in
variousdimensions+, This is a special case of Lemma IV.2.5 above.
Examples IV .2. 7:
(i)
00
~r(s, 3-x, 2)= IT[1_Sn(3n+(_1»]-tftl= 1 x 1 x 1 x ••.
n=1 (1-2s/ (1_10s2)112 (1_26s3)1/3
00 00
(iii) ~(s, k, 2) = IT ~(sn, kn, 1)1!n and ~(s, k, 3) = IT ~(sn, kn, 2)1/n with similar
n=l n=1
formulae in higher dimensions.
We now tum to the problem of product formulae.
Definition IV.2.S: Let E> be the set of all finite orbits in XI under the action of
Zd. Define the maps r, II: E> --+ IN as follows where 't E E>:-
4Por d=l it is easy to see that ~(s.k.1)= 1/(1-ks).
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(1) r(r) = the size of the least rectangular period satisfied by an x E t;
(2) ItI= volume of the periodicity of t = Ild IHxl for x E t.
Before looking at the product formulae, we look at the d = 2 case in more detail
and show how the map r works. A given tEe can be described as a 2 x 2 matrix
['t] with columns (a, b)t and (c, d)t where without loss of generality band d are non-
negative. Let Lltl be the lattice generated by (a, b) and (c, d) in l2. Notice that
Ut] = Hx for any x E r; The map r can be seen in this diagram:-
(c,d)
In this case, we would have ret) = 45 xl rl
To see that r is well defined we show that any periodic point must have a square
period and afortiori a rectangular one. For this we need the following Lemma.
Lemma IV.2.9: For any tEe, Ut] (1 { (n, n) I n E l\{O} } =1= ¢.
Proof: The matrix [t] is nonsingular since the determinant is equal to ItI =/O.
Therefore:-
solves the equation A(a,b) + B(c,d) = (n,n) over O, Clearing denominators shows
there is a point in the intersection. This point defines a square period for any x E t; 0
It is clear that ret) = l(pa-qc) x (rd-sb)1 where plq = d/b, rls = alc }n their
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lowest terms.
Lemma IV.2.9 cannot be strengthened very much because there is no uniform
relationship between the quantities l'tl and rrt), In order to see this, consider the period
defined by the shape with comers at (0, 0), (1, 1), (n, 0), and (n, 1). A point whose
orbit 't has this period as its least periodicity would have r('t) = l'tlx n. So there is the
uniform lower bound 1 ~ r('t)/I't1 but there is no possible upper bound.
Lemma IV.2.10: The functions ~m and ~r satisfy an Euler-Lagrange product
formula.
Proof: The relation for ~m is due to Michel:-
II l'tl -1~m(t) = (1 -t )
'tEe
We claim that the rectangular zeta function has:-
To see this, let ~ be the number of points with least rectangular period n, and let
Fn=IFixnr(n)1. Then we have:-
F =¥,n m
mn
Now we haver-
00 r('t)k
II r('t) -1 ~ ~ t(1 - t ) = exp L..J £.J -
'tEe 'tEe k=1 k
The coefficient of tn is:-
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t..!.1{tEe with r(t) = n/k}1
Notice that I{ 'CE e with r('C)= n Il = I{ x E X with least rectangular period n }l/n. So
we have:-
"} ~xl{'CEe with r('C)= n/k}1 = "} ~xK(n/k)x(k/n)
tin trn'
= "} !xK(n/k)tin
and therefore the rectangular product formula. 0
§3: Poles of the zeta function and the Mahler measure
In this section we sketch some properties of the poles of the rectangular zeta
function. Throughout, let (X, Zd) denote the system determined by the polynomial f,
let h be the global topological entropy of this system and write ~(s, f, d) for the
rectangular zeta function. For subsystems and their entropies follow the notation of
Section 2 above. We first show that the family of systems with zero entropy has the
property that the set P (') IR is empty.
Lemma IV.3.1: If h is zero and the system is determined by a principal idealS,
then the only poles of the zeta function lie on the unit circle.
5This is of course not true if we allow non-principal ideals. For instance, the ideal
<2, x-y) determines a two-dimensional zero entropy system with one-dimensional
subsystems whose entropy is log 2.
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Proof: This follows from the result mentioned in Examples 11.5.1 (iv). Writing f in
standard form, we know (see Boyd [2], Smyth [1]) that h is zero if and only if f is a
product of cyclotomic polynomials in monomials. The essential singularity of ~ must
. -
lie at 1. To find the others, notice that any subsystem of the form (Xv(m,j)' 7Le)has the
same entropy as a system determined by a polynomial that is a product of powers of
cyclotomies. This follows from the proof of Theorem 11.4.5. Thus, the e-dimensional
entropy of the subsystem is going to be zero, and so all the poles of ~ must be unit
roots.D
Now assume that we are in the opposite (usual) situation: the set P (J IR is non-
" .
empty. We will state a result conjectured by David Boyd [2], proved by Wayne Lawton
[2] and used by Doug Lind and Klaus Schmidt to derive the formula for the topological
entropy given in Theorem 11.1.9. Then we will explain the connection between the
result and the Fe lner sequences of Chapter II. Given r E 7Ld write
q(r) = min{lnloo In+O and n-r = O} and let fr(u) = f(url, ... , urd). Write M(f) for
the Mahler measure of f so that M(f) = exp(h).
Proposition IV.3.2: For any polynomial f we have
Call this convergence (a). Using this result we can strengthen Corollary IV.2.4
above: in the case P (J IR non-empty, there is a sequence of one dimensional
subsystems whose corresponding (finite degree) poles converge to the essential
singularity.
In order to relate this to Chapter II, we follow Lind, Schmidt and Ward [1] and
choose the following sequence. Let rn = (1, n, n2, ..• , nd-1). Then q(rn) = n so this
is a suitable limiting sequence of periods, and we have M(frn) ---+ M(f). Now from
Chapter II we know that if m is a Felner sequence in 7Ld-1 then
1
h - lim h (X , 7L)
top - m-+oo ~ ...md ,-top -f,m2~ .•. , m~d
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Call this convergence (b). Now look at X<f
rn
> as a one-dimensional system. We have
frn(u) = (u, un, un2, ... , Und-1).Consider the Felner sequence of periods [0, n] x [0, n2]
x ... x [0, nd-1]. The system Xf,n~, ... , nd-led has the same entropy as the system
given by Xf where fn is given by:
n
fn(u) = II II·
. 0 . 0 2Jt= ..n -1 h= ..n -1
II . 21tijtln 21tijzln
2 21tijd-l/n d-l
f(u, e , e , ... , e )
d-l
jd_l=O..n -1
Now compare (n and frn: they have the same degree in each variable and have the
same set of zeros, so that up to association and again omitting the details, they are
identical. Thus6 the convergence (a) for this sequence is identical to the convergence
(b).
6The impression that we may be gaining something for nothing. i.e. showing IV.3.2 from
the results in Chapter II, is of course false. The deep result IV.3.2 is needed to derive the
entropy formula given in Lind, Schmidt andWard [1]. The results of Chapter II have the same
logical status as Lemma IV.3.2: quantities are shown to be equal by observing that their
formulae coincide.
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Abstract. We show that a full solenoid is locally the product of a euclidean component
and p-adic components for each rational prime p. An automorphism of a solenoid
preserves these components, and its topological entropy is shown to be the sum of
the euclidean and p-adic contributions. The p-adic entropy of the corresponding
rational matrix is computed using its p-adic eigenvalues, and this is used to recover
Yuzvinskii's calculation of entropy for solenoidal automorphisms. The proofs apply
Bowen's investigation of entropy for uniformly continuous transformations to linear
maps over the adele ring of the rationals.
1. Background and results
A solenoid is a finite-dimensional, connected, compact abelian group. Equivalently,
its dual group is a finite rank, torsion-free, discrete abelian group, i.e. a subgroup
of Od for some d 2: 1. Solenoids generalize the familiar torus groups. Halmos [H]
first observed that (continuous) automorphisms of compact groups must preserve
Haar measure, providing an interesting class of examples for ergodic theory. Further-
more, Berg [Be] has shown that the entropy of such an automorphism with respect
to Haar measure coincides with its topological entropy.
We are concerned here with the computation of the topological entropy of an
automorphism of a solenoid. If A is such an automorphism, its dual automorphism
extends to an element of GL(d, 0), which we also call A (see § 3). When A is a
toral automorphism, so A E GL(d, Z), then the topological entropy of A is given by
the familiar" formula
h(A) = r log lA/I,
1.\,1>1
(1)
where A has complex eigenvalues AI", ., Ad counted with multiplicity. To state the
generalization to solenoids, let XA(t) be the characteristic polynomial of AE
GL(d,O), and s denote the least common multiple of the denominators of the
coefficients of XA(t). Yuzvinskii [V] proved-that '
h(A) = log s + L log IAil. (2)
1.\,1>1
• The authors gratefully acknowledge support, respectively, by NSF Grant DMS·8320356 ana SERe
Award 885318868.
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Our purpose here is to explain Yuzvinskii's calculation in terms of a combination
of geometric and arithmetic hyperbolicity. We begin in § 3 by lifting A to an
automorphism of the full solenoid I,d ==Od with the same entropy. In Lemma 4.1
we show that the full solenoid is locally a product of a' euclidean component and
p-adic components for each rational prime p. The entropy of A is computed in
Theorem 1 to be the sum of a contribution from the euclidean component, generated
by geometric expansion, and contributions from each of the p-adic components,
generated by arithmetic expansions. If Op denotes the p-adic completion of the
rationals, than a p-adic component contributes the Bowen entropy h(A; O~) of the
uniformly continuous linear map A on the non-compact metric space O~. Since the
infinite place 00 on 0 gives the completion 000 = IR, and the Bowen entropy of a
linear map on~d is given by (1), we can summarize Theorem 1 by
h(A) = L h(A; O~), (3)psro
i.e. the entropy of the solenoidal automorphism is the sum, over all inequivalent
completions of 0, of the entropies of the corresponding linear maps.
In Theorem 2 the p-adic entropy of A is explicitly computed as
h(A; O~) = } log l,\jp)lp, (4)
1·4'1>1
where the ,\}p) are the p-adic eigenvalues of A lying in a finite extension of Op, and
1·lp is normalized so I pip = p-I. As pointed out to us by the referee, this shows that
h(A; ~d) is the sum of the logarithmic heights of the eigenvalues of A in the sense
of algebraic geometry (see [Lan], p. 52). Using (4), we show in Theorem 3 that
L h(A; O~) = log s,
p<OO
so that the mysterious initial term in Yuzvinskii's formula (2) is just the sum of the
p-adic entropies of A over p < 00, while the second term is the euclidean term
corresponding ,to p = 00.
The calculation of entropy for group automorphisms has a history going back to
the original papers defining entropy. Sinai [S, 1959] showed (1) for 2-dimensional
toral automorphisms, and claimed the higher dimensional formula holds. The
2-dimensional case was reproved by Rohlin [R, 1961] as an application of his
measurable partition machinery. Abromov [Ab, 1959] computed entropy for
automorphisms of l-dimensional solenoids. Here the map is specified by a rational
number m] n ih lowest terms and then
h([mln]) = max {log Iml, log In!}. (5)
In [G, 1961], Genis claimed without proof the formula (1) for general toral
automorphisms. Next Arov [A, 1964] published a proof of (1), and generalized to
solenoidal automorphisms whose characteristic polynomial has coefficients whose
denominators are all powers of a fixed integer. Finally, Yuzvinskii [V, 1967] obtained
(2) in full generality, using rather complicated linear algebra.
In § 2 we give some examples to illustrate the interplay between geometric and
arithmetic components, and describe a combinatorial formulation of entropy Que
to Peters. Reduction to full solenoids is carried out in § 3. Our approach in § 4 to
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the proof of the main formula (3) is to realize the full d -dimensional solenoid as
the quotient of the adele ring O~ by the embedded lattice o-. Then A lifts to a
linear map of O~ preserving entropy, and a series of reductions shows h(A; O~)
equals the right side of (3). A technical problem is that Bowen's definition of entropy
is in general not additive over products, so some care is needed. In § 5 we deduce
the eigenvalue expression (4) for p-adic entropy, and this is used in § 6 to recover
Yuzvinskii's formula (2). We remark that analogous results hold if 0 is replaced
by a finite algebraic extension k ofO, and A E GL(d, k). The details of this generaliz-
ation are contained in [W, § 4].
The possibility of computing entropy for solenoidal automarphisms using p-adic
eigenvalues was described without proof in a lecture by the first author [Ll ], and
ultimately gQ~~back to a suggestion of H. Furstenberg. The authors discussed this
topic during the 1986 Warwick Symposium, leading the second author to discover
the appropriate framework and proofs [W]. The second author expresses his thanks
to Klaus Schmidt for his help and advice.
2. Examples and a combinatorial interpretation
Before beginning the proof, we give some examples of (3) to illustrate the interplay
between the geometric and arithmetic contributions. We also give an algebraic or
combinatorial interpretation of entropy due to Peters.
First consider A = [3/2] acting on the l-dimensional solenoid I = O. Abrornov's
result (5) shows h(A; I) = log 3. Now (3) shows
II(A; I) = h(A; 02)+ II(A; 03) + !t(A; IR) (6)
since by (4) the other components vanish. If log+ x denotes max {log x, O}, then by
(4) and (1) we see II(A; 02) = log+ 13/2b = log 2, !teA; 03) = log+ 13/2b = 0, and
h(A; IR)= log 3/2, combining to give h(A; I) = log 3. Here there are positive contri-
butions from the euclidean and 2-adic components. Next consider A -I = [2/3]. Then
(6) holds with A replaced by A -I. Now (4) shows
h(A -I; 02) = log+ 12/312= 0, !t(A -I; 03) = log+ 12/3b = log 3,
and h(A -I; IR)= 0, again combining to give h(A -I, I) = log 3. Note, however, that
here the euclidean and 2-adic components contribute nothing, and that all entropy
comes from the 3-adic direction.
Next consider
A=[~ ~~]
acting on the 2-dimensional solenoid I2. Here XA(t) = t2-~/+ 1. The complex
eigenvalues of A have modulus I, so !t(A; 1R2) = O. Since p = 5 is the only arithmetic
component with a positive contribution, we, see by (3) that!t(A; I2) = h(A; On.
Over Os we have XA(/) = (1- A1)(1- A2), where lA lis = 5 and IA21s= 5-1. Thus by (4)
we have It (A; I2) = log 5, and of course h(A -I; I2) = log 5 by the same calculation.
Here A is an isometry on the geometric component, while all hyperbolic behavior
is concentrated on the 5-adic component. This example was given in [L2] to sho,w
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that exponential recurrence for solenoidal automorphisms can be entirely due to
arithmetic hyperbolicity.
There is an algebraic way to compute entropy using the growth of sums of images
of a finite set in the dual group, due to Peters [Pl. Let r be a discrete abelian group,
and A be an automorphism of r. For a finite set E er, let lEI denote its cardinality.
Put
and
halg(A; I') = sup {h(A; E): E er, E finite}. (7)
Peters showed that halg(A; I') coincides with the topological entropy h(A, f) of the
dual automorphism,
In our case, r = Od and A E GL(d, 0). Then (3) and (4) can be used to compute
hal8(A; ad). The reader may find it instructive to prove directly that halg([3/2]; 0) =
log 3.
3. Full solenoids
In this section we lift an automorphism of a solenoid to one of a full solenoid while
preserving entropy. This allows us to assume from now on that G is a full d-
dimensional solenoid ~d, i.e. the dual of G is Od.
Let G be a solenoid, and r its dual group. Since r has finite rank, say d, and is
torsion-free, it embeds in r0 = r ®z 0 == Od. Hence an automorphism A of r extends
to an automorphism Ao of ro- Let Go = r0, and Ao also denote the dual automorph-
ism. By duality, A is a quotient of Ao, and we claim entropy is preserved. Note
that Go == ~d is a full solenoid, and that Ao can be considered a rational matrix in
GL(d,O).
PROPOSITION 3.1. With the above notations, h(A; G) = h(Ao; Go).
Proof. For n 2:: 1 the subgroups r n = (n I)-Ir of r 0 are A-invariant, and increase to
r o- Hence Go is the inverse limit of the A-invariant rn, and
h(Ao; Go) = lim h(Ao; rn).
n-co
Since r is torsion-free, the action of Ao on I', is isomorphic to its action on r, so
h(Ao; rn) = h(t\; G) for n 2:: 1. This proves the result. 0
Although entropy is preserved when lifting A to Ao, other dynamical properties
may be lost. For example, consider r= Z[I/6] and A = [3/2], and put G = f. The
closure of the subgroup of A-periodic points in G has annihilator
f.\ [(~)n-l]r={O},
i.e. the periodic points of A in G are dense. However, passing to r0 ==a, and noting
that
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we see that Aa has only 0 as a periodic point. Here A may be thought of as hyperbolic
with eigendirections being the p-adic components with p = 2,3, and 00. Passing to
~a introduces isometric directions for the other primes that destroy periodic
behavior .
. For a general solenoidal automorphism A it is not difficult to show that its periodic
points are dense precisely when it is expansive, and this occurs if and only if the
dual group is finitely generated as a I[A, A -I]-module [La].
4. Proof of the main formula
In this section we prove the main formula (3). Let A E GL(d, 0). By duality, A acts
as an automorphism of the d -dimensional solenoid I.d, and also as a uniformly
continuous linear map on O~ for p S 00. The relation between the entropies of these
actions is as follows.
THEOREM 1. h(A; l:d) =Lpsoo h(A; O~).
A convenient approach is the use of the adele ring OA of O. We will use notations
and results from Weil's elegant book [We].
For each rational prime p, let Op denote the completion of 0 with respect to the
p-adic valuation 1·lp, normalized so Iplp = p-I. As is standard, p = 00 corresponds
to the usual absolute value 1·100on 0, so 000== IR.The valuations 1·lp for p s: 00 form
a complete list of mutually inequivalent valuations on O. The phrase "almost every
p" will mean "all but a finite number of p," Define the adele ring OA of 0 by
OA= {x E Il Op: Ixplp sI for almost every pl.
psoo
For a finite set Pc: {2, 3,5, ... }U {eo] with 00 E P, put
OA(P) = {x E OA: Ixplp es l if peP}.
Each OA(P) is locally compact under the product topology, and the topology on
OA is the coarsest making each of the OA(P) an open subring. Under this topology
OA itself is locally compact. For x E0, let <5(x) EOA be the diagonal embedding
given by <5(x)p = x for pS 00.
LEMMA4.1. 17,e subgroup <5(0) is discrete in OA, and OAf <5(0) == I..
Proof. See Theorems 2 and 3 of [We, § IV.2]. 0
Identifying Q with <5(0) cQA, we may consider OA as a rational vector space.
Therefore the action of A on 0" extends to O~ by definining (Ax); = A(xp) for
x EQ~. Using the identifications of Theorem 3 of [We, § IV.2], the quotient action
of A on O~f <5(Q)d is isomorphic to that of A on I.d. Since O~ is locally compact
metric, and A is uniformly continuous, the definition of topological entropy h (A; Q~)
of Bowen [D] applies.
LEMMA4.2. h(A; I,d) = h(A; O~).
Proof. By the above, h(A; I,J) = h(A; O~f <5(O)d). Since <5(O)d is a discrete ..sub-
group of O~ with compact quotient, the result follows from [D, Thm. 20]. 0
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Our method to compute topological entropy uses Haar measure to count orbits,
following Bowen [D]. Suppose (X, p) is a locally compact metric space, that
T: X -+ X is uniformly continuous, and put
n-l
o.t», E, T) = n T-k(B,(T"x»,
"-0
where Be(Y) = {z E X: p(y, z) < E}. A Borel measure J.Lon X is called T-homogeneous
[D, Def. 6] if
(I) J.L{K)<oo for all compact K,
(2) J.L(K) > 0 for some compact K,
(3) for each E > 0 there are 8> 0 and C> 0 so that
J.L{Dn{y,8, T» S cJ.L(Dn(x, E, T»
for all n ~ 0 and x, Y E X.
If J.Lis T-homogeneous, put
k(J.L, T) = lim lim sup _.!. log J.L(Dn(x, E, T».
e--O n--oo n
By condition (3), this is independent of x. The key result from Bowen [D, Prop. 7]
is that k{J.L, T) = h( T) for any T.homogeneous measure J.L.In particular, if A is an
automorphism of a locally compact group G, then Haar measure J.La is A-
homogeneous, so h(A) = k{J.La, A).
To apply this method, we find a finite set of primes for A which are those
contributing to its entropy. If Zp denotes the p-adic integers, then both A and A-I
have entries in Zp for almost every p. Let P be the set of primes p for which some
entry of A or of A-I is not in Zp, together with 00. Thus A E GL(d, Zp) for p ~ P.
LEMMA 4.3. h{A; O~) = h(A; OA{p)d).
Proof. Since A E GL{d, Zp) for p ~ P, it follows that OA(P)J is an A-invariant
neighborhood of the identity. Since Harr measure on OA, which is the restriction
of Haar measure on OA(P), is A-homogeneous, it follows from [D, Prop.7] that
h(A; O~) = h{A; OA(p)d). 0
LEMMA 4.4. h(A; OA(P)") = /teA; npe/' O~).
Proof. Since OA(P)J = npep O~ x npl!P Z~, with the second factor compact, it fol-
lows from [Wa, Thm. 7.10] that
/teA; OA(P)J) = h(A; Il O~) + h(A; n z~).
._ peP ptlP
If F is any finite set of primes in P", and m> 0, then
n pmZdx n Zd
p ,. P
pEF pEP \F
is an A-invariant neighborhood of 0 since A E GL(d, Zp) for p e P', Such neighbor-
hoods form a basis, and again using [D, Prop.7] with the A.homogeneous Haar
J.
measure, we find h(A; OptlP Zp) = O. .. 0
LEMMA 4.5. h(A; Opep O~) = Lpep /teA; Q~).
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Proof. An argument is required, since Bowen's definition of entropy is not in general
additive over products [Wa, p. 176]. Let J.Lp be Haar measure on Op, and J.L = nPE P J.Lp.
Then A is J.L:-homogeneous. We will show in the proof of Theorem 2 that if B is·
a compact open subring in lp, then
1 (n-I )--logJ.L~ n A-k(Bd) ... h(A;O~)
n k-O
as n ... 00,
the essential point being that in this case lim sup's are actually limits. Additivity of
entropy then follows. 0
Proof of Theorem 1. From Lemmas 4.2-4.5, we conclude that
h(A; ~d) = L h(A; 0:).
pEP
An argument as "in the proof of Lemma 4.4 shows h(A; 0:) = 0 for p f! P. This
completes the proof. 0
5. Calculation of p-adic entropy
It remains to compute the p-adic entropy of the action of A on O~. The formula
and arguments are similar to the euclidean case, with p-adic eigenvalues replacing
complex ones.
THEOREM2. If A has p-adic eigenvalues AI, ... , Adin somefinite extension ofOp, then
h(A; 0:) = L log IAilp,
1-')1,.>1
where eigenvalues are counted with multiplicity.
Proof. Let K be a finite extension of Op containing all roots of XA(t), and set
r=[K:Op]. Then 0: ®o,. K==Kd, and A extends to A® lK acting on «'. Since
K is a vector space of dimension rover Op, and A has entries in Op, it follows that
A® 1K is isomorphic to the direct sum of r copies of A acting on 0:. Thus
h(A® 1K; Kd) = rh(A; 0:).
Since K contains the eigenvalues of A® lK, we can put A® 1K into its Jordan form
k
A®lK == Ef) '(Ah d,),
where '(Alt d,) denotes the Jordan block of size d, corresponding to A" To compute
the entropy of Jordan blocks, we require the following lemma. Define as before
log+ x = max {log x, O}.
LEMMA5.1. With the above notations, h(J(A, m); Km) = rm log+ IAlp.
Proof. We first treat the case m = 1. Let' denote '(A,l) = [Al. If J.L is Haar measure
on K, recall that mod, (A) is the number defined by J.L(AE) =mod, (A )J.L(E) for
measurable EcK [We, p.3]. Now mod , (A) = modo~ (NK/o,,(A» [We, p.7]. For
x E Op we have modo,. (x) = Ixlp, and also IAlp= INK/o,,(A)I~/[K:O,.)[K, p. 61]. If Cis
a compact ball centered at 0, then .
n-I {,-(n-IIC if IAI > 1n ,-iC= p ,
i-O C if lAIp -s 1.
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It follows that
1 (n-I )lim --log p. n rvc = k(p.,})
n ....oo n l-O
exists, and equals log+ mod., (A) = r log+ IAI". Since this also equals h(}; K) by [8,
Prop. 7], the case m = 1 is completed.
Next consider} = }(A, m) acting on Km equipped with the sup norm. We may
assume without loss that lA I"> 1, since otherwise both sides are O.Since} commutes
with multiplication by a power of p, by [8, Prop. 7] it is enough to show that
where C is' the. unit ball in Km. Use of the non-archimedian nature of 1·lp makes
the following p-adic computations about Jordan blocks simpler than the correspond-
ing euclidean ones (see [Wa, Thm. 8.14] for the latter). Expansion of }l shows that
}lCcAn-IC for OSjsn-l, so A-<n-J)Ccn;.:-J r=c. Expansion of }-j shows
that }-<n-J)c cA -<n-J)e. We conclude that n;.:-J r=c = A-<n-J)e. This proves the
existence of the required limit, while its value is computed exactly as in the case m = 1.
o
To complete the proof of Theorem 2, we note
h(A :O~) =! h(A® 1K; Kd) =! i h(}(Ah dj), Kdl)
r ri-I
o
6. Derivation of Yuzoinskii's formula
We use Theorems 1 and 2 to deduce Yuzvinskii's formula (2). Let A E GL(d, 0)
have complex eigenvalues AI, ••• , Ad, and let s be the least common multiple of
the denominators of the coefficients of XA(t).
THEOREM3 (Yuzvinskii). h(A;:Id) = log s +LIAll> I log IAJI.
Proof. Let XA(t) = td + al t,I-1 + ... + ad' If pr is the highest power of p dividing s,
then
pr = max {Iall", ... , lad I", I}.
We will prove that log pr = h(A; O~). Then Theorem 1 shows that log s is just the
sum over p < 00 of the p-adic contributions to entropy, and this will complete the
proof .
.FactorXA(t)=n1_1 (I-AY') over a finite extension of a", and order the eigen-
values so
lA("'1 ~ lA("'1 ~ ... ~ lA("'1 > 1~ lA(,,1 I > ... ~ lA("'1I" 2" m ." ".+1" - d p'
If lA}P'I" -s 1 for all i. then clearly e = 0 and h (A; O~) = 0 as well. Thus we may
suppose lA \"'1" > 1. By the non-archimedian property of 1·lp, we have by the specified
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ordering that
= lA ~p) ••• A~) +smaller terms],
= lA ~p) ••• A~)Ip,
and by a similar calculation that all lajlp -s lamlp' Thus
p~=m~x{lajlp= n IA~P)Ip'
ISl'sd I"~"'I,.>I
By Theorem 2,
completing the proof. o
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Appendix B: The Entropy Formula
In this appendix we reproduce the proof of the entropy formula for the module
M = R/q. The proof is due to Doug Lind and Klaus Schmidt, and appears as Theorem
3.1 in Lind, Schmidt and Ward [1]. We also state here the addition formula for the
entropy of a skew product of actions, also due to Doug Lind and Klaus Schmidt. A
proof of this may be found in Appendix B of Lind, Schmidt and Ward [1].
Theorem B-1 (THEADDITIONFORMULA): If ~ is a measure-preserving Zd action
on the Lebesgue space (n, u), ex is a ld action by automorphisms on a compact
group X with normalised Haar measure u, and 0': Zd x n ---+ X is a cocycle for
~ and ex, then:
By a cocycle for ~ and ex, we mean a map 0' satisfying the cocycle relation
O'(a + b, 00) = exa(O'(b, 0))) + O'(a, ~boo)
for all a, b E ld and 0) E n, where + is the group operation in X. This cocycle
equation means that there is a well-defined skew product action ~ Xa ex on the product
space (n)( X, U x u) given by (~)(a ex)n(O),x) = (~nO),exnx+ otn, 0))).
Write R for the ring of Laurent polynomials in d variables with integer
coefficients, for some d fixed throughout the proof. Write R(k) for the ring in k
variables for any k other than d. The girth of the rectangle..
Q = [bj, ... , bt + Ct - 1] )( ... )( [bd, ... , bd + cd - 1]
is defined to be g(Q) = min {Ct, ... , Cd}.
Theorem B-2 (THEENTROPYFORMULA):The joint topological entropy of the action
exR/q on the group XR/q is given by
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o if q is non-principal,
00 if q = {OJ, and
1 1
J J 2msl 2msd ... . _logIf(e , ... , e )1 dS1... dSd If q = <f), f #: O.o 0
Proof. For the case d = 1, this is equivalent to Yuzvinskii's formula as pointed out in
Theoremll.1.9.
If the ideal q is trivial, then the action is the full d dimensional shift with
alphabet given by the circle group, so the entropy is infinite.
If the ideal q is non-principal, then we may find polynomials f and g in
q\ {O} with the property that f and g have no factor in common. Let p = <f),
p' = <g) and r = p + p' = <f, g). Let <p : Rip ~ Rip denote multiplication by
g. Since g and f have no factor in common, <p is a monomorphism. The image of <p
is g(R/p) = p'lpp' = p'/(pnp') ~ p+p'/p = rip. We therefore have an exact
sequence of R-modules,
O-R/p-LR/p-R/r- 0
and so, by the entropy addition formula, h(<x'R/r)= O. Now re q and the
epimorphism Rlr ~ R/q is dual to an inclusion XR/q ~ XR/r so
h(<x'R/q)= O.
We are therefore left with the case q = <f) for some f #: 0, and d ~ 2. For
brevity write logM(f) for the expression given in the statement of the theorem:M(f)
is then the Mahlermeasure of the polynomial f.
,.
Fitst inequality: h(<x'R/q)~ logM(f).
For s, t E lr = IR/if, let Is - tI = Is+ if, t + ifllR. For x, y E lrld let
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~ -1nl
p(x, y) = .L.J Ix(n) - y(n)1 x 2
d
neZ
where 1nl= max Llnrl, ... ,Indl}.
Lemma 1: For any e> 0 there is a 8 = 8(e) and an integer b = bee) > 0 such that
p(x, y) > 8 implies that Ix(j) - y(j)1> e for some j with UI< b.
Proof. Let L. d 2-1j1= K < 00. Choose bee) large enough to ensure that
JEZ
LUI>b 2-1j1< e: and put 8(e) = (K + 1)e. If Ix(j) - y(j)1~ e for all UI< bee), then
p(x, y) s e + LUkb 2-1j1e= (K + 1)e = 8(e). 0
Thus, for any e > 0, there is ab> 0 and a 8 > 0 with the property that for
every rectangle Q in Zd with sides of length lj, and for every (Q, 8) separated set
Fe -U-Zd, there is a smaller rectangle, Q', with sides of length lj - 2b such that F is
(Q', e) separated uniformly (in the maximum distance over the co-ordinates of Q').
This means that the entropy h(a.) may be computed using sets that are separated in the
maximum metric.
Let f be the polynomial feu) = LCjUj. For an integer vector rE zd, we can
define a polynomial of one variable by setting
Let q(r) = mlnllml] m:/: 0 and m-r = OJ.We quote the following result.
Proposition 2: (Lawton [2]) For every polynomial fER,
lim M(fr) = M(f) .q(r)--+oo
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An integer vector rE ld is primitive if the greatest common divisor of its
components is one. For a primitive rE Zd, define a map 'Vr:"O"l --+ "O"ld by
('Vrx)G) = x(r.j) for x E "O"Z. If 'Vrx = 'VrY then x(r.j) = y(r.j) for all j E ld, so
(x - y)(n) must yanish for all nE d·l where d =:= g.c.d.Irj, ... ,rd). This means that
'Vr is injective if r is primitive.
For brevity, write (X, a.) for (XR/q, o.R/q), and (Xr, ae) for the one
dimensional system (XR(l)/<fr>,o.R(l)/<fr»' We claim that 'Vr(Xr) c x, This may
be seen as follows: if x E Xr then L. d Cj('Vrx)(n + j) = L. d cjx(r.n + r-j) = °
JEZ JEZ
by the definition of fr.
For n ~ 1, let rn = (1, n, n2, ... , nd-1). This is primitive for all n ~ 1, and
q(rn) = n~ OE? in n. Let Qn,m = {a, 1, ... , n-nd-1 x {o, 1, ... , m-no The map
j 1---+ rn.j is a bijection from Qn,m to {a, 1, ... , IQn,ml- n. Let bl (e) be the
integer determined by lemma 1, and set Pn,m = {bl(e), ... , IQn,ml- bl(e) - n. Fix
e > 0. Let 81(e) be determined by lemma 1, so that 81(e) --+ ° as E --+ 0. From
the definition of topological entropy, there exists an e > ° with the property that for all
sufficiently large n, there is an Il1()(e,e, n) > n for which m> Il1()implies that there
exists a (Pn,m,~h(e) - separated set F c Xrn with
Suppose that x and yare distinct points in F, and let x = 'Vrn(x), Y= 'Vrn(y). By
separation, there exists an i E Pn,m with p(arnix, arniy) > 81(e). By lemma 1,
separation implies that there is a j with °~j < IQn,ml for which IxU) - yU)1> e.
There is a unique k E Qn,m with ro·k = j, so Ix(k) - y(k)1 > E, and
p(o.kX, o.kY)> e. This means that 'Vrn(F) c X is a (Qn,m, e) - separated set for a.
with the same cardinality as F. Thus, for any m ~ Il1()(e,n, e),
1 IPoml
IQ I log sQ (e, o) ~ IQ' I (h(ar) - e).n.m n,m n,m n
Now the girth g(Qn,m) --+ 00 as n --+ 00, and IPn,mIlIQn,ml--+ 1 as n --+ 00.
From proposition 1 and the d = 1 case we see that, on taking the lim sup in n,
s(e, a.) ~ log M(f) - e for every e > 0. Hence h(o.) ~ log M(f), completing the proof
"
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of the first inequality.
Second inequality: h«lR/q) s log M(f).
In order to prove the upper bound, we first transform f into a more convenient
form. If feu) = LCjUj and A ~ GL(d, Z), let fA(u) = LCjUAj. Then (lR/<fA> is
conjugate to (l~/<f), where the action (lA is defined by «lA)n = (lAn. It is clear
that h«lA) = h«l), and, since A preserves Haar measure on "'IT'd,M(fA) = M(f).
Monomials are units in the ring R so multiplying by a monomial is a module
automorphism and does not affect the action or the entropy.
By applying a suitable A E GL(d, Z) and multiplying by a monomial, we can
arrange that f has the form:
where q E Z\ {O}, each fk E Z[U1. ... ,Ud-1], and fO i= 0. If f is in this form and
f = LCjui, then there is a p > ° such that
{j E Zd ICj i= o} c ({O, 1, ... , p_1}d-1 x {a, 1, ... ,D-1}) u {Ded}.
Lemma 3: Suppose that fER has the form (*) above, and let
S = Zd-1 x {a, 1, ... ,D-1}. Then the homomorphism XR/<f) ---+"'IT'S given by
coordinate restriction is surjective.
Proof. If x(j) E "'IT'is chosen arbitrarily for all j E S, we need to check that x can be
extended to a point of XR/<f)' If u' = (ut. ... ,Ud-1), write
fk(U') = 4eld-1Ck(i)(u,)i. By (*), any extension of x to Zd-1 x {Ded} must
satisfy, for" i E Zd-1, the equation
D-1
qx(i, D) = -L L ck(m)x(i +m, k).
k=O d-lmel.
This shows that such an extension is always possible, and for every i E Zd-1 there are
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q choices for the additional coordinate xCi,D). Repeating this procedure extends x to
Zd-t x {O, 1, ... I. To extend in the other direction, to Zd-t x {-1}, we must find
values xCi, -1) for i E Zd-t, so that
L co(m)x(i +m, -1)
d-lmeZ
D-t
= -L L ck(m)x(i +m, k - 1) - qx(i, D - 1).
k=t d-lmel
Since R(d-1) is an integral domain and fo :/= 0, the homomorphism
R(d-1)* ~ R(d-1)* dual to multiplication by fo is surjective, so the extension
exists. Repeated application of this argument fills out the value of x to all co-
ordinates, producing a point in XR/(t>. 0
Let Yn denote the set of points in XR/(t> which have period n in each of the
first (d - 1) coordinates. Then Yn is a closed ex- invariant subgroup. The following
remarks will show that there is a constant a > 0 independent of n such that, for every
m > 0, the projection of Yn onto the coordinates
{O,1, ... , n - am - 1}d-t x {O,1, ... , m - 1}
coincides with the projection of XR/(t> onto these coordinates. This allows our
replacement of XR/(t> by Yn- and exR/(t> by an automorphism A of the finite
dimensional torus Yn induced by the shift in the last (dth) coordinate.
Let n be a positive integer (large compared to p). Put Q/n = (Z/nZ)d-t,
Q/n,D = Q/n x {O, ..• , D - 1}, and lr n = lrQ/n, lr n,D = lrQ/n,D. If we identify Q/n,D
with {O, ... , n - 1}d-t x {O, .•. , D - t} c Zd, then lemma 3 shows that the
homomorp?ism q>:XR/(t> ~ lr n,D given by q>(x)= xlQ/n,D is surjective. Thus if
U = Un,D is normalized Haar measure on lr n,D, and Jl is normalized Haar measure on
XR/(t> then q>*(Jl) = u,
We shall assume from now on that fER has the form (*), and that p is chosen
as above. To simplify notation, we shall also assume that q = 1 in the expression (*).
There is a homomorphism A: lr n,D~ lrn,D given by
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(Ay)(i, k) =
D-t
- "'" "'" c.(m)y(i +m, j)L..J L..J a-i Jj=O me {O .... ,p- t} .
if k = D-1.
y(i, k+1) if 0 s k sD-2,
The relationship between A and a. is that the orbit of a point y E Yn,D under A and
the extension of y to XR/<f> given by lemma 3 must agree on the interior of a
rectangle in the following sense. Let
Pn,m = {D, ... ,n - 1 - pm}d-t x {D, ... ,m - n,
and suppose (i, k) E Pn,m. If y E Yn.D and x is any point in XR/<f> with
cp(x)= y, then xCi,k) = (Aky)(i mod n, 0). This observation is the basis of the proof
for the upper bound.
Fix an Et> O.Using the proof of lemma 1, let E = Et/(2d + 1), and b = bte), If
Rn,m = {b, ... , n - 1 - pm - b}d-t x {b, ... , m - 1 - b},
then
For y E Yn.D, put lIyllco= max {Iy(j)11j E Q/n,D}. By the observation in the previous
paragraph, we have
cp-t{y'E Yn.D IIIAjyllco< E for 0 ~j <m} c {x E XR/<f> IlxG)1< e.] E Pn,m}.
Thus, in order to obtain an upper bound for (-1/IRn.ml) log fl(DRn,m(a., Et)), it
suffices to obtain one for
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IR-
1
I log uiy E 11"n,O IIIAjlloo< E, 0 s j <ml .
n,m
(+)
Fix a sequence men) ~ 00 in such a way that m(n)/log(n) ~ 00 and
m(n)/n~ 0 as n __. 00. Then g(Rn,m) ~ 00, and IRn,mVIQn;ml~ 1, so in
(+) we may replace Rn,m with Q/n,m(n)'
We estimate the measure in (+) as follows. If G:;n= G:;Q/n,then A induces a
linear map on G:;nO.We will decompose G:;nOinto an orthogonal direct sum of D-
dimensional A - invariant subspaces indexed by Q/n. By adding up the volume
decrease from the intersection in (+) over these subspaces we obtain a Riemann sum
approximation to log M(f), from which the upper bound will follow.
Use the symbol A for the linear map on G:;noinduced by the homomorphism A
of 11"n,D. Let II· 1100 be the sup norm on G:;nO,and let Uq: be Haar measure on G:;nD
normalized so the unit cube has measure 1.Then we have (**):
U{y E 1I"n,0IIIAjylloo< E for 0 Sj < m}
The square root is taken to compensate for the doubling in real dimension due to
passing to complex vector spaces.
For 1 S j s dIet Pj act on G:;n by (Pjz)(i) = z(i + ej mod n), and put
P = (Pj, ... , Pd-l). Then the matrix of A with respect to the standard basis of G:;nD
is
0 I 0 0
0 0 I 0
0
A = 0
I
-fo(P) -fD_1(P)
Fix a primitive nth root of unity, co = e2m/n. For k E Q/n define a vector
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Uk E (Cn by setting Uk(j) = roi·k/-vIQ/nl for each j E Q/n. The set {UkIkE Q/n}
define an orthonormal basis for (Cn.Also, Pj(u0 = rokj x Uk so the vectors uk are
simultaneous eigenvectors for the Pj.
Let Wk = (a:;Uk)D, equipped with the usual Euclidean metric. Then
(CnD= EBkEQ/nWk is an orthogonal direct sum. Furthermore, each Wk is an A-
invariant D dimensional complex subspace, and the matrix of A with respect to the
standard basis on Wk is
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0
Ak= 0
1
-fo(11 ) -fD_1(11)
where 11= (ookl, ... ,rokQ-l) for k E Q/n.
For each k E Q/n let Ilk be Haar measure on Wk normalised so the unit cube
has measure 1. Since the decomposition of (CnD is orthogonal, ua; = TIkllk. Denote
the unit ball in Wk by Bk, and put B* = EBkBk.Let Boo(E) be the E - ball in (CnD
with respect to the 11.1100 norm. Since each coordinate of Uk has modulus n-(d-1)!2,
and there are n(d-l) such vectors, we have that Boo(E)~ En-(d-1)B",.Hence
and so by (**),
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IQ -1 I log uly E Ifn,D IIIAjylloo< E, 0 S; j <men)}
n,m(n)
1 1 n's IQ I x '2 x log uQ:(en-(d-l) EBkeQ/n ( j=O,...,m(n)_lAk-JBk))
n,m(n)
-1
log e + (d - l)DIQ/nllog n
= 2m(n) x IQ/nl
where the summands bm(n) of the last line are defined by the summands in the
previous line.
The last line of the above expression contains a Riemann sum approximation. In
order to check that this converges to the integral defining log M(f) we require a
uniformity result about the entropy of linear maps on o;D. For T E o;DxD let hf'I)
denote the Bowen entropy of T, as defined for instance in Chapter 7 of Walters [1].
The unit cube in o;D is taken to be the usual fundamental domain for (Z + iZ)D.
Lemma 4: ,Let B be the unit ball in o;D for the Euclidean norm, and ~D be Haar
measure on o;D normalised so that the unit cube has measure 1. For T E o;DxD put
bm(T) = (-11m) log ~D(nj=O,....m-lT-jB),
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D
and h(T) = L log+IA1l
k=1
1
J 21tit= 2)( log IXT(e ) Idt,o
where T has characteristic polynomial XT and eigenvalues Ak counted with
multiplicity.Then:
(i) h(T) and each bm(T) are continuous functions of T.
(ii) bm(T) --+ h(T) uniformly on compact subsets of (CDxD.
Proof. A detailed proof of this statement is given in Lind, Schmidt and Ward [1],
Lemma3.5.D
Write S for the unit circle in (C. For S E Sd-1 let
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0
A(s) = 0
1
-fO(8) -fo_1(8)
This is in companion form, and the characteristic equation is f(s, u) (by (*». Then
At = A(c.ot), and the Riemann sum approximation approximates the integral
~ J h(A(e21ti) dt = J
d-1 d-1T 11"
1
J 21tit 21tislog I f( e , e ) I ds dt =
o
log M(f). (++)
To complete the proof of the theorem, let 0> O. Since {A(e21tit) I t E yd-1} is a
compact subset of (CDxD, lemma 4 and (++) together imply that, for sufficiently large
n,
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1 "" 2n:ik/n= 2 x IQ I L..J bm(n)(A(e »
In keQ/n
1 f 2 .<"2 h(A(e m) dt + B =
d-l
11"
log M(f) + B. (***)
From the definition of topological entropy and (**), it follows that
IQn.m(n)1 log n
~ (Et, ex) s (O(m(n) » + log M(f) + B).
n,m(n) IRn.m(n)1
Since m(n)/n ---+ 0 we have that IQn.m(n)l!IRn.m(n)1---+ 1, and since
logn/m(n) ---+ 0, for large enough n the right hand side of the above expression is
dominated by log M(f) + 2B. Now g(Rn.m(n» ---+ 00 as n ---+ 00, so the
convergence in the definition of topological entropy (details in Proposition A-2 of
Lind, Schmidt and Ward [1]) implies that S(4Et, ex) ~ log M(f) + 2B. By letting
Et ---+ 0 and then B ---+ 0 we conclude that h(ex) ~ log M(f), which is the upper
bound under the assumption that lql = 1.
If Iql> 1, then the estimate (***) for the linear map q-1A gives an upper bound
of log M(q-lf) + B. The Iql possible choices in the forward extension of lemma 3
contribute an additional term log Iql to the volume decrease. Since
log M(q-lf) = log M(f) - log Iql,we again obtain the upper bound h(ex) ~ log M(f). 0
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In this appendix we do some explicit calculations to find the number of points of
.given period in some simple systems in [a(2). For elements of [a(l) - toral or
solenoidal automorphisms - it is easy to write down the number of points of given
period (cf. Lemma 11.3.2).
Remark C-l: Given X = Xf' the points of period n may be calculated by using unit
roots as in lemma 11.3.3.
There is of course a direct method for the calculation of 1Fixc<n)1:- the group In
is simply a quotient group of the additive group R and the volume of a fundamental
domain is the determinant of the matrix Mn(f) whose rows are the co-ordinates in Zd
of the vectors generating the stabiliser group H; = {n E Zd I (lnX = x }. That is, if we
order the set of monomials:-
in any way, then we can write down the vectors with respect to this ordered basis of all
the polynomials of the form unf, reduced according to the rules uini = 1, and choose a
spanning set Vt, ... , vp to give the matrix Mn(f) = [Vtl... Ivpl.Notice that p = nt ...
nd is the cardinality of 9vf(n) so this method is computationally much harder than the
method of Remark C.1. Another problem with this method is the arbitrary choice of
basis for !M. This prevents (or certainly masks) any kind of recursive behaviour in Mn
(and therefore in IFix(n)l) as n is changed. For d = 1 there is a canonical ordering
that extends well: 1 < x < x2 < x3 < . .. .We illustrate both this and the methods with
an example.
Example C-2: Consider the case 1= <f(x,.y» where f(x, y) = 3 + x + y + x2. We
will calculate the values of IFixC<3,3)1,1FixC<1,9)1and IFixf(9,1)1.
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(i ) Elimination method. Eliminate y from the pair y3 = 1 and f(x, y) = 0 to arrive at
the polynomial f3(x) = x
6 + 3x5 + 12x4 + 19x3 + 36x2 + 27x + 28. Then evaluate the
number of points of period three in the solenoid defined by this polynomial to conclude
that:-
2 2. II -1 1 ~ 3 II -1 1 ~ 3IFlxC<3,3)1= 1(-+-;:;,,/ -11-CJ)~) -11 x 1(- --;:;"/ -11-CJ)~) -11
'02 2 '0 2 2J= J=
= 10206
Where CJ)is a primitive cube root of unity.
[ii) Matrix method. Place the following ordering on M(3,3):-
Then the matrix is given by:-
3 101 1 0 0 0 0
130 1 000 1 0
1 0 3 001 100
1 103 0 0 0 0 1o 0 1 0 3 001 1o 1 1 003 100
001 101 300
o 0 001 103 1o 000 1 0 1 1 3
The determinant of this matrix is found to be 10 206.
Similarly, by the elimination method we find that:-
. 1 9 r-:t'C 9 1 9 r-:t'C 9IFlxf(9,1)1 = 1(2) (-1 + v -15) I x 1(2) (-1 -v -15) 1= 261 364
9 . 9
IFixf(1,9)1 = 5 - (-1)= 1953 126
Notice that the asymmetry of the polynomial f is reflected in these quantities.
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We give tables of numbers of periodic points of small periods for the four two-
dimensional systems determined by the polynomials x + y, 1+ x + y, 2 + x + y and
3 + x + y. Since these pol~nomials are symmetric IFix(n, ~)I = IFix(m, n)1 and only
half of each table has been filled in. We also give the set of bad periods L<f> for each
example: this is the maximal lattice L in 71.2 with the property that for any
(COl,CO2)E Va:;(f)n 11, COln= C02ffi= 1 for all (n, m) EL. The tables were drawn up
with the assistance of a computer program kindly written for me by Maria Iano,
Examples C-3: Consider the system (X<f>' 71.2).
(i) Let f(x,y) = x -+ y. Then V(f) contains the unit roots (1, -1) and (-1,1)
whose orders are (1,2) and (2, 1) respectively. We therefore expect that there will be
infinitely many points of periods with even sides. The set of bad periods is
L<x+y)= (271.x 71.)u (71.x 271.).This example has zero entropy and this is reflected in the
fact that it has very few periodic points for good periods.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 2 Infini1e 2 Infini1e 2 Infini1e 2 Infinite
2 Infini1e Infinite Infinite Infinite Infinite Infini1e Infinite
3 8 Infinite 2 Infini1e 2 Infinite
4 Infinite Infinite Infini1e Infini1e Infinite
5 32 Infini1e 2 Infinite
6 Infini1e Infinite Infinite
7 128 Infinitt'
8 Infinite
TABLE 1: Periodic Points for x + y.
(ii) Let f(x, y) = 1 + x + y. Then V(O contains the unit roots (-1/2 + i..J3/2, -1/2
- i..J3/2) and (-1/2 - i..J3/2, -1/2 + i..J3/2) so we expect that there will be infinitely
many points of any period with both sides divisible by three. The set of bad periods is
L<l+x+y) = (371.)2.This example has positive topological entropy, the exact value of
which is rather surprising. Correspondingly there are many more periodic points.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 3 3 9 15 33 63 129 255
2 3 9 15 33 63 129 255
3 Infinite 45 99 Infinite 387 765
4 375 825 4095 18705 57375
5 3993 21483 100749 575025
6 Infinite 815409 5081895
7 1.5E7 8.9E7
8 1.3E9
TABLE2: Periodic Points for 1+ x + y.
(iii) Let f(x,y)' = 2 + x + y. Then V(f) contains the joint unit root (-1, -1) so that
there are infinitely many points of any period of the form (2k, 21) and
2
L<2+x+y) = (2il) .
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 4 8 28 80 244 728 2188 6560
2 Infinite 56 Infinite 488 Infinite 4376 Infinite
3 784 7280 52948 570752 4.6E6 4.4E7
4 Infinite 1.5E6 Infinite 3.4E8 Infinite
5 2.9E7 1.8E9 3.2E10 1.7E12
6 Infinite 7.6E12 Infinite
7 3.2E14 1.2E17
8 Infinite
TABLE3: Periodic Points for 2 + x + y.
(iv) Let f(x, y) = 3 + x + y. This example is very different to the three above. The
dynamical system is expansive; there are finitely many points of any given period. The
set of bad periods is L<3+x+y) = {O}. The entropy is easily computed and equals log 3.
There should be very large numbers of periodic points, reflecting the growth rate.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 5 15 65 255 1025 4095 16385 65535
2 45 585 3825 33825 257985 2.1 E6 1.7 E7
3 23660 606645 1.7 E7 4.8 E8 1.3 E10 3.8 E11
4 3.8 E7 3.4 E9 2.6 E11 2.1 E13 1.7E15
5 8.7 Ell 2.1 E14 5.1 E16 1.3 E19
TABLE4: Periodic Points for 3 + x + y.
Example C-4: We use several times results on periodic points for systems
determined by non-principal ideals. These have few periodic points in the sense that
their growth rate is zero, but the actual numbers involved are non-zero and depend on
some elementary number theory: to find the points of given period involves inverting
some matrix over a finite ring. Consider the following class of systems. Let I(p)
denote the ideal <l+x+y, p) where p+-O is a constant. By considering the problem
of filling out a rectangular period [0,ml x [0, nl given a specified edge, it is clear that
IFixI(p)(n, m)1s pmin{m,nl This shows directly that the system (X1(p)' Z2) has zero
growth rate of periodic points. If p = 3 we have IFixI(3)(1, n)] = IFixI(3)(n, 1)1= 3 for
all n ~ 1.IFixI(3)(2, 2)1= 1. If p = 4 then IFixI(4)(1, 1)1= 1.
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